WTF

Safety Info
Call 000

In the case of a life threatening
emergency, call 000 and alert the
nearest Event Manager, Ranger or Medic.
If you have a UHF frequency radio you
can use channel 13 to contact the above.

First Aid

First Aid and Blazing Swan HQ are
located on the map at “I-15”. Find the
map in the centre spread.

Slow Down

There is a strict speed limit of 8km per
hour at Jilikan Rock City. Whether you
are entering or exiting the city or have a
mutant vehicle, you must abide by this
speed limit at all times.
Mutant Art Vehicles must be approved by
DMT prior to the event and if driven at
night be visible and illuminated.

Fire

Please do not light any unauthorised
fires or any other open flames.
Authorised fires must not be left
unattended. Respect the safety
perimetres, Fire Wardens, Rangers and
other crew members.

Crew

Rangers, medics and event crew are
working around the clock to create a
fun, safe event environment. Please
keep in mind all of these individuals are
volunteering their time. Help them out
as much as possible and appreciate their
time and efforts. Say thank you and
enjoy!

Lighting

It gets dark at night and we would like
to see you! So don’t be a darkwad and
illuminate yourself with LED light, a
head touch and any other fun bright
stuff.

WHERES THE FUN?
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WTF?! If you’re reading this there’s a pretty good chance you’ve just made it back
“home” to Blazing Swan. Congratulations - it’s no small feat to have just got this far.
Over 7 days and 6 nights a technicolour spectrum of events will take place of every
imaginable type.
We encourage all of you as participants to explore, engage and partake in the myriad
of opportunities that are being gifted to you by Theme Camps, Artists, Musicians, Build
Crews and other Volunteers.
An utterly enormous amount of time and effort has gone in to the lead up to the event.
Thanks must go to the Shire of Kulin for welcoming our procession to Town every year
along with the Kulin Bush Races and the Lucchessi family for their support and allowing
us to use their property.
We would also like to acknowledging the Traditional Owners of the amazing land on
which we meet and would also like to pay our respects to Elders past and present.
A special “Tip of the Hat” goes to Larry Harvey, co-founder of Burning Man,
who we lost last year. Without him, his vision and his spontaneous gift
more than 30 years ago none us (or the other 50+ regional events) would
be here.
A final thanks goes to YOU – it’s the participants who fill this
place with the magic that makes Blazing Swan what it is.
May the 11 Principles guide you on your Journey as
we explore what it means to be “Happy As Larry”.
Much Love and Respect,
The 2019 Blazing Swan Committee

Rangers are those karki clad crew roaming
around, looking after us while we play at Blazing
Swan. If you are the type to care for others, get
involved and volunteer.

blazingswan.com.au/rangers

Greeters

Greeters are those smiling angels that initiate
you when you step into Jilikan Rock City. People
need hugs, encouragement and education when
they enter Blaze. Volunteer with this friendly
crew to spread the love.

blazingswan.com.au/greeters

Swans Nest

Blazing Swan is lucky enough to have a year
round warehouse space available to get creative
in! It’s the perfect place to work on your next
project or art piece.

facebook.com/theswansnest

Theme Camps

participate parti

Blazing Swan is made possible by people
like you! Get involved with our year
around community.

Join in with a theme camp and help create our program at Blazing Swan! There
are multiple camps that are always
recruiting or start you own.
blazingswan.com.au/theme-camps

Art

Create something weird, wonderful or beautiful
to share with the community at Blazing Swan.
Whether it’s a sculpture, mutant art car or an
interactive art piece we can help you make it
happen with easy access grants available.

blazingswan.com.au/art

Communications

All year around we are still organising and
communicating! We need help with things like
writing articles, collating Blaze of our Lives,
graphic design and website updating. If you have
any of these skills we would love to hear from
you.

blazingswan.com.au/comms

2.

radical inclusion

gifting

3. decommodification
4. radical

self reliance

5. radical self expression
6.

communal effort

7. civic

responsibility

8.

leave no trace

9.

participation

immediacy

10.

consent

11.

Anyone may be a part of Blazing Swan. We welcome and respect the stranger. No prerequisites exist for participation in our community. Every person in our community is a
valued member.
Blazing Swan is devoted to acts of gifting: giving freely, without
expectations of return or exchange. The value of a gift is unconditional.
A gift is anything given in this spirit, whether it is a physical item, a
service or performance, or something less tangible, such as friendship
or companionship. Everyone has gifts to give..
In order to preserve the spirit of gifting, our community seeks to create social environments
that are unmediated by commercial sponsorships, transactions, or advertising. We stand
ready to protect our culture from such exploitation. We resist the substitution of consumption
for participatory experience.
Blazing Swan encourages the
individual to discover, exercise
and rely on his or her inner
resources..
Radical self-expression arises from the unique gifts of the individual. No one other than the
individual or a collaborating group can determine its content. It is offered as a gift to others.
In this spirit, the giver should respect the rights and liberties of the recipient.
Our community values creative cooperation and collaboration.
Volunteers are the life force of our community. We strive to produce,
promote, and protect social networks, public spaces, works of art, and
methods of communication that support such interaction.
We value civil society. Community members who organise events should assume
responsibility for public welfare and endeavour to communicate civic responsibilities
to participants. They must also assume responsibility for conducting events in
accordance with local, state and federal laws.
Our community respects the environment. We are
committed to leaving no physical trace of our activities
wherever we gather. We clean up after ourselves and
endeavor, whenever possible, to leave such places in a
better state than when we found them.
Our community is committed to a radically participatory ethic. We believe that transformative
change, whether in the individual or in society, can occur only through the medium of deeply
personal participation. We achieve being through doing. Everyone is invited to work. Everyone is
invited to play. We make the world real through actions that open the heart and create connection.
Be Here Now. We seek to overcome barriers that stand between us and a recognition
of our inner-selves, the reality of those around us, participation in society, and contact
with a natural world. Be aware of yourself, of others, of your surroundings and your
place in our community and the world. No idea can substitute for this experience.
Respect the autonomy of the individual: every person has the right to make decisions about their own body,
property, and personal space. What you see as a gift might be a curse if it is unwelcome (or unwanted),
so when giving a gift, entering someone’s personal space, taking a photo or video, or using someone’s
property, ask permission first. Only proceed if there is consent between all parties.
Do not ever assume that you have consent based upon what a person is wearing or how they are acting.
Consent must be mutual, definite, and given consciously, and persons are free to change their mind at any
time. Remember that consent for one act does not imply consent for all acts, and consent given once does
not mean that you have consent every time. No always means no.

11 principals

1.

Photography and issues surrounding privacy and
consent have become an increasing concern at
Burns around the globe.
Always get consent of all subjects before taking
a photo – a simple thumbs up / thumbs down
might be all it takes.
Never take photos of people in private or
compromising positions.

Drones
There are an extremely limited number of
pre-registered drone operators with appropriate
Blazing Swan and CASA clearances. Their few
flights are at a range (typically 30m or further)
that does not allow identification of individual
participants unless pre-arranged. A daily flight
roster is kept at Ranger HQ. Participants may
not fly a drone at any time unless they are preregistered and approved by Blazing Swan.

Community Photographers
You can spot one of our pre-registered community photographers with an ID Tag and their unique
number. Get in contact with them directly about their photography.
			1.Anton Lord anton@blazingswan.com.au
			2.Deric Martin Deric.photographer@gmail.com
			3.Giselle Natassia info@gisellenatassia.com.au
			4.Brian Hadwin bwhadwin@gmail.com
			5.Nimmi Carlose nimmi@blazingswan.com.au
			6.Stephane Jumel Stephanejumel@hotmail.com
			7.Swami Adima swamiadima@gmail.com
			8.Kelly D’Onofrio k_dono4@yahoo.com.au
			9.Dominika Debska dominika.debska@gmail.com
			10.Kymberli Browne kymberli.browne@gmail.com
11.Michael Eaton madmansvideography@gmail.com
12.GenevieveCooper Joyofcolour@gmail.com
13.Bruce Garrod blazingcinebrah@gmail.com
14.Richard Todd aquarius33@bigpond.com
15.Jon Conner JConner31@gmail.com
16.Lucy Nicol lucy_nicol@hotmail.com
17.Alice Chapman alice.chapman1@gmx.com
18.Shaked Mann shakedmann1@gmail.com
19.Nitzan Hanin nitzanh07@gmail.com
20.Narelle Polden relpolden@iinet.net.au

Problems with Photographers
If you have a problem with a photographer let them know. If there is still
an issue let a Ranger or part of the Event Team know so it can be resolved
promptly. Finally - if it is a major concern consider contacting our complaints
team at feedback@blazingswan.com.au
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General Campground and Overflow
Campground Guidelines
Campsites cannot be booked or reserved. If you want to camp with your friends, please plan to arrive together.
In the event of an emergency DO NOT leave the event or drive out of the event unless instructed to do so by the
Traffic Management Team or emergency services
Conditions may change during the event making some camping areas unsuitable or unavailable.
Use spotters if required to guide vehicles safely into camping areas when they are arriving or leaving.
No vehicle movement is permitted in the camping grounds after arrival, until campsites are packed up and ready
for departure.
Campgrounds will have adequately lighting on access roads and lighting towers will be switched on one hour
before sunset and switched off at Midnight.
There will not be electricity made available to the General Campground or Overflow Campground for caravans,
campervans or other vehicles.

Do’s

Don’ts

Consider your camping areas carefully. Ensure
vehicles cannot move or roll once parked and are
not hazardous to tent campers.

No vehicle movement is permitted in the camping
grounds after arrival, until campsites are packed
up and ready for departure.

Use wheel chocks on all vehicles, caravans,
campervans, trucks and trailers.

Do not park your vehicle on the access roads at
any time.

Place tents next to vehicles, never in front or
behind a vehicle
Vehicles should always be parked with hand
brake on and in gear.

Never camp anywhere where there is a “No
Camping”, “Area Closed” sign or where the
Traffic Management Team has instructed you
not to.

Any vehicles that are parked on a slope or incline
should be parked across the slope where possible
(not facing up or down the slope).

Never set up a tent in front or behind a vehicle.
Never place tents under heavy or loose tree
branches. They might fall on your tent.

Love thy neighbour. Do not use more space than
you require.

No open fires are permitted in General Camping
or Overflow Camping.

Patrons are asked to use lights to increase the
visibility of their tent and to prevent people
tripping on guy lines.

No Lasers are permitted in campgrounds.

Be considerate. Keep music and noise levels
down late at night.

Camping Guidelines and Rules

videography & photography

Consent for
Shooting

Patrons arriving during the day to camp at
Theme Camps must drive directly to their
destination.
No vehicle movement is permitted in Theme
Camp areas after arrival, until campsites are
packed up and ready for departure.
Ensure you follow your Theme Camps site plan
for vehicle parking, to eliminate any vehicle
interaction with tents, swags and people.
Vehicles should always be parked with hand
brake on and in gear must park on flat ground,
off access roads where possible, with the hand
brake on and in gear.
Wheel chocks shall be used on all vehicles to
prevent vehicle movement.

art

The Fifth Element

The four elements Earth, Water, Fire and Air
surround a central sculpture - the Fifth Element.
The work comprises minor sculptures which
have physical representation, while the central
sculpture is illuminated through light, lasers and
mirrors.

Use spotters if required to guide vehicles safely
in camping areas when they are arriving or
leaving.

This large flame attraction uses a combination of
petrol and compressed nitrogen to create a flame
of approximately 30 meters in height. During
the day, the work will create large smoke rings.
At night, a spectacular flame. The Heating Post
includes a 5 meter heated patio area, lit at night
with solar powered battery coloured led lights

Dark Side of the
Tune

This 3m tall Pyramid installation is a homage to
Pink Floods Floyd’s Dark Side of the Moon album

Any vehicles that are parked on a slope or incline
should be parked across the slope where possible
(not facing up or down the slope).
Be aware of any other campers who are leaving
the event early to ensure they have a safe
pathway to exit the area.
Patrons are encouraged to use lights to increase
the visibility of tents to prevent people tripping
on guy lines.

The Heating Post

rt art art art ar

Camping Guidelines and Rules

Camping
at Theme
Camps

David Attenborough
Greenhouse (DAG)
Whisper Tree

Suspended from the branches of a tree hang
countless diaphanous speakers swaying in the
wind on silver wires. Each day the tree will gift a
new performance – a giant wind chime, motion
activated spoken word from other Blazers,
distant radio stations, ambient chill or sounds
from the atmosphere. By day the transparent
mylar speakers, silver cords and holographic
reflectors glint in the rays of the sun, by night
the tree comes alive with coloured glows as LEDs
pulsate with each note. Come walk amongst or
lie down beneath and listen to the Whisper Tree.

Animism

A rib cage of reinforced steel stands 2m tall and
around 4 meters in diameter. The base structure
is sculpted from brush bush, cane fencing
and finished in a lime wash. The heart is cast
silicon and surrounds a large red light globe.
Appropriate heat protection and an access are
provided for the light which is powered by a
small solar panel and deep cycle battery.

A synergy between plants, tech, a participatory
sound art installation and a meditative retreat,
this space will provide a calm, shady relaxation
spot for Blazers, inspired by nature, lushness,
life, chillaxing and David Attenborough’s
commentary. A geodesic dome will contain
pot plants and hanging plants, providing
shade and coolness. Touch wired-up plants to
make the jungle come alive - completing the
circuit between your body, the ground and the
plants to play a plethora of animal noises and
inspirational observations about nature from
the legendary Sir Dave through a collection of
speakers suspended from the roof and walls.

Wormhole gate to the
unknown

The Wormhole climbing structure’s parametric
speaker system creates sounds at the installation
apex. A motion detector system responds to
human movement as people climb the structure
and activate changes in lighting. Wormhole
participants can communicate with others via a
microphone that delivers sound to unexpected
and surprising locations.
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Cinevision is a projection and visualisation
installation using a large 3 metre 3D screen.

The Flower of Life
This shade sail construction will continue to
bloom and grow each day of Blazing Swan.
Programmed ambient lighting ensures a
breathtaking sight during the night.

IAMU

There are two parts to this project, people will
be filmed answering questions and this will be
presentation via ‘good advice’ and ‘good feels’
videos. Questions may be as follows: What is the
best piece of advice you would give your past
self? Come listen to words of wisdom offered by
your Blazers in an intimate environment.

Glaze at Blaze

We will set up a Raku Kiln (gas fired) and
provide pre- thrown biscuit fired ceramic pots
(small) for blaze participants to apply glaze
under the tutorship of Richard Capstick. These
glazed artworks are then fired in the Kiln. we
provide work tables and all tools necessary. The
installation is also suitably screened to block
wind and public access.

Dark Truck : Aurascapes
This giant roaming instant chemical camera
on wheels, will capture unforgettable Blazer
moments.
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Tetra

Tetra is a stainless steel tetrahedron used as a
circus apparatus for public performances. It can
be positioned differently to perform various
circus and contortion tricks.

Connexion

Connexion was born out of a desire to create an
interactive art piece that facilitates connection
and brings people closer together by feeling
seen, heard and known. The project is based on
a set of questions designed by Arthur Aron in a
1997 study called ‘The Experimental Generation
of Interpersonal Closeness’. The study explored
whether it is possible to generate feelings of
trust and intimacy through reciprocal, gradual
self disclosure. Questions will be presented to
participants alternatively, to allow for equal
disclosure and vulnerability. This interactive
art piece encourages participants to practice
immediacy and experience connection through
direct participation.

The Fahkar

The Fahkar (Art Car) is constructed on a chassis
made from patio tubing with wheels, axles and
steering parts salvaged from a wrecked vehicle.
This solar powered electric vehicle is powered
by a recycled 5hp golf buggy motor. Onboard
buskers perform live acoustic music, and wear
led lighting and headlights for night time use.

ShowerThoughts

Shower Thoughts celebrates the fact that
inspiration often strikes us during showers.
The installation consists of a shower cubicle
installed with a water-recycling shower system.
Participants are required to bring 10-20L of their
own water to deposit into the stall’s holding tank.
When finished, participants are to pump their
used water back into a container and dispose of
it in line with their grey water/leave no trace
plan. Blazers will be encouraged to share their
favourite weird and inspiring shower thoughts
by writing on the outside of the shower stall. The
stall will make extensive use of RGB LED lighting
allowing participants to choose their own lighting
scheme.

Mr Benn Blazing
Glam

Participants will initially be directed towards a
selection wheel, which once spun, will provide
the participant with the theme of their fantasy.
Themes will range from the conservative to the
inappropriate. Once complete, the participant
enters the “changing” room. Inside a selection of
clothing and accessories (non MOOPey), will be
arrayed (with labels referenced to the selection
wheel. Once their fantasy selection has been
donned the participant will provided with a list
of suggested behaviours to be adopted whilst in
their fantasy outfit. The participant can choose to
keep the outfit, swap or return as they see fit.

Sit and listen

Picture a comfortable camping chair with a
Walkman, a cassette and headphones. The
intention is that participants have a nostalgic
feeling of pressing the buttons on the Walkman
and watching the cassette turn. Through the
headphones participants will hear Toto’s Africa
on repeat.

Optic Alley

Optic Alley is an interactive laser installation
consisting of sixteen motorised green laser
line-generators. The system also includes four
overhead motion sensors and microcontroller
running software that senses audience movement
and composes a laser motion response in
real-time. Each laser beam produces a line on
the ground and on the bodies of participants
walking underneath it. these lines move gently
back and forth, creating an overall pattern of
undulation, depending on the activity detected
by the sensors. This artwork is based on an
installation by the Artist in Wolf Lane in central
Perth in 2007.

Window To The Soul
Water feature by day, light installation by
night. Using a half circle tunnel built over a
shallow lagoon, a full circle reflection of an eye
is created. Strings of DMX LED spheres lights
will be strung across, creating a light tunnel. In
the middle of the tunnel sits a semi spherical
retina, covered by pieces of reflective mirror
or equivalent material. It is an immersive
installation where Blazers can waddle in the
lagoon and walk through the tunnel, enjoying
the light show that has been programmed
specifically with music.

Wheatbelt
Daydreaming

The art piece is a painted rectangle wooden
backdrop and floor. The piece depicts native
flora and threatened flora that are found in the
wheatbelt area. When viewed from a certain
angle, a 3D illusionary effect is created. Blazers
may pose for photos in the frame to capture the
anamorphic illusion. The backdrop will serve as
performance art piece to camouflage body paint
up to four models into the painting. This should
be entertaining for Blazers to watch.

Ca$hing-in

Ca$hing-in is an art piece made from a few cash
registers and is the size of a six year old child.
More information about the artist is available on
this site: https://flamewriter.art/cashing-in/

rt art art art ar
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Cinevision

Theme
Camps
Flamin Go

“Beer, banter, boobs, balls and burning long
legged birds.” Accessible

Ministry of the
Winds

A focal point for all things wind related, Land
Sailing, Kite Buggying, Kite Flying.

Couch Potatoes

We’re gonna cook hot potatoes at random times
of the day. Depends when the chef is sober.

Camp S’Elfs “Coolin’ in
Kulin!

The Soda Pop Elves (S’Elfs) bring you ….
hydration and inner aircon!!
You’ll find us roaming the landscape, gifting
home-made soda pops to hydrate your weary
body, and fresh frozen slushies to cool down your
Blazin’ soul.
Our bevvies are alcohol-free and child-friendly.
A little stealthy healthy watery nourishment to
keep y’all going through the day and into the
night.
Watch out for for our Pram Armada cruisin’
through the desert ... and who knows where else
the S’Elfs may pop out of the dust to quench your
thirst.
S’Elf-ishly gifting …. Somewhere … Someplace …
Sometime … on the Playa”

The dilapidated Saloon of the river Styx. Behold
the glory of poor service and debauchery. A hole
in the wall to the madness of abundance.

Tree tops

“Tree tops is returning for a second crack at
entertaining and thirst quenching the wonderful
humanoids that grace blazing swan. We had so
much fun last year we’ll be back by not much
demand, but we thought what the hell bring on
round 2!
Free sangria sunday will be ramped up along
with the sound system and well, everything else
mad max meets waterworld, bones, old tyres,
oil drums... we’re the smoggies crossed with the
glitz and glamour of trailer park trash totty
Slices of house & dollops of techno will tickle
your lug holes round our way”

The Looking Glass
“””Mad Hatter: Am I going mad?
Alice: Yes, you’re mad, bonkers,
off your head...but...I’ll tell you a secret.
All the best people are.””

The Looking Glass provides quality education
and information on psychedelics and other drugs.
We facilitate talks and workshops in a relaxed
space.
Come join our tea party.”

FREAKWHENSEE

“Maybe you are...Maybe you will...
FREAKWHENSEE A unique blend of art, science and sound from
a some of Blazing Swan’s most passionate
artists. Including stampeding excreting
steel, synchronised cyclical kicks and other
phenomenal frequency-inspired arts.
Gratify your senses with this concoction of
oscillatory, vibratory and auditory phenomena
and get your freak on the dance floor!”

Camp Brouhaha

Brouhaha is a noisy and over excited response
to exclusion. We aim to provide a stage for our
community with mental or intellectual disabilities
to engage and contribute in their own radical
way. Accessible

The Druids Den

We from The Druids Den love music, and we
love to get people together by playing music.
We would like to host a camp playing some
live music and also have are own sound system
in place.We like to invite other musicians both
instrumental and electronic to
come hang with us!

The Bureau of
Esoterics

An agency devoted to the regulation of
extranormerant phenomenas. Using artisanal
technologies, this elite team of professional
professionals keeps triangularisation principles
aligned with the deep policing of run on
sentences. Therapies available.

Black Lagoon

theme camps theme

camps theme camps

Stygian Swamp
Saloon

Black Lagoon is dedicated to providing Blazing
Swan with revitalisation and rejuvenation.
Whether this takes shape as a warming cup of
freshly brewed coffee in our cosy teepees in the
morning, or a caffeine spiked cocktail at one
of our sunset parties. We also offer cold brew
coffee and our infamous Spider’s Milk. But Black
Lagoon isn’t just about the coffee, it’s about our
philosophy, Die Every Day, the meaning of which
could become very special to you.

Kaleidoscope
Mandala

Like a kaleidoscope our crew bring froth vibes
from the sea to the salt lake - using colour and
form to create a mandala of nurturing gifts
which we share each day. We make nasi goreng
and other plant based delights to feed your body
and heart and we also host the start of the big
dress parade on Easter Sunday. Frock on!)

Steampunk Pancakes

Welcome to Steampunk Pancakes... serving
delicious spelt pancakes most mornings and
for those with food sensitivities, the Intolerant
pancake - for the gluten free/vegan. We have a
daily Steampunk dress up theme, and an eclectic
crew - you may be keen to get involved as part of
the crew.

The Faraway Tree

“The Faraway Tree is a whimsical world of
fairytale adventures and fantastical costumes,
with a glittering of the unexpected. A camp for
all Cats, Kings, Queens, Lovebirds, Nightingales
and Free Spirits who want to wander the lands
where the wild things are and live an awfully big
adventure.
Come into our magical world to dance and
sing under the Faraway Tree. To find us, follow
the yellow dirt road or the Hookah Smoking
Caterpillar.”
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The Intentional Library Inc. brings the gift of
reading, recital and relaxation to the Blazing
Swan in 2019. Every one of our books is a
treasure, every one is free. Open early till late.
Drop in, relax and recharge in our Library tent,
and - always - Blaze On Accessible

The Church of
Belligerence
Nothing you would like...

Alliance

“Alliance welcomes all inhabitants of the Blazing
Swan System. Come visit us in our intergalactic
spacecraft and enjoy top quality tunes brought to you
by international and local talents. Delight in delicious
beverages crafted by our enthusiastic bar and brewing
crew. Participate in events planned by our fun-loving
mischief-masters! Wander through the Millenium
Falcon and behold the bespoke art and decor within.
Wear your funkiest loud, bright outfits and glow up in
our UV wonderland. We will be honoured if you would
join us.”

Camp S.H.I.T.
G.I.F.T.

Camp S.H.I.T. G.I.F.T. will be bringing the shit, the
snark, the hobos, and of course the coon n goon.
We will also spew drew at you, and may even
do some shit pilates. Expect nothing, accept our
shite. Accessible

Aiding & A-betting

“Life’s a game, wanna play?”
Chance your luck at Aiding & A-Betting.
Roll the dice, flip a card or spin the wheel to seal
your fate.
Will you have a winning hand or have to lend a
hand? Will you be made up or undone? Dressed
up or dressed down? Will you get roped in or
totally unravelled? One thing’s for sure, we’re
here to Aid and A-Bet you, so you can bet you are
in for a unique experience every visit.”

God Said No

The Lab

God Said No needs no introduction. If you have
been to Blaze before it is more than likely that
you have danced until the morning under the
pyramid (more than once). Boasting some of the
best House, Techno and Psy DJ’s that Blaze has
to offer.

Kamp Koasis

Kamp Koasis is a kollective of wild, wheely eyed,
krooked krew of kaotic karakters. We thrive on
thumping, throbbing and heaving party nights
plied with delicious award winning home brewed
beer and out of this world djs and performers.
The Bedouin tent will invite you into the another
world of Arabian themed decor to immerse
your head, ears, taste buds and soul into the
Koasis ethos. We upcycle your junk to create a
home made feel to the kamp to host daytime
workshops for your hearts desire. Kommunity is
at the root of our krew, we are your friendly local
pub with a bit of rum, funk, flair and soul.

ShadyNasty

Neither Shady nor Nasty, but full of debauchery,
dirty beats and friendly faces - ShadyNasty’s
is our favourite place to sink some piss and
reminisce of the good old days.

Camp Unicorn

“Do you have everywhere to go but nothing
fabulous to wear? Is the highlight of your year
marching around with a phallus on your face??
Do you like crafting and gluing shit to your tits?
Have you had too many patchouli soaked sweaty
dreadlocks whip you in the face, or fall in your
drink while you’re trying to enjoy yourself as
you are bombarded by shitty psytrance? Are you
unsure of whether you are a homosexual or just
longing for the bedroom you had back when you
were a seven year old girl? Do you want to go
somewhere where nothing is happening 90% of
the time? Well what other choice do you have,
come find us!

Camp Unicorn Power aims to:
Raise unicorn awareness - we indeed are real
Fight for unicorn rights and sovereignty
Spread misinformation & love
Get people naked
Make people feel uncomfortable
Activities: The Star Boudoir, Unicorn horn
making workshops, Unicorn March”

Chainsaw Cobra
Camp

Chainsaw Cobra Camp is a Post Apocalyptic
Outpost made from recycled scrap. Occupied by
Cobra’s we blast the wastelands with Cobra FM
Daily, a live radio show playing blues, roots,
rock, reggae and motown funk till the arvo. We
take song requests for a beer during the day.
Late at night Techno Cobra blast the night with
rave bangers.

Serene Green

“The name says it all really but leaves out
FOOD. We’re big on food. We cook BIG meals
and actively recruit assistance from consumers
far and near. Especially dazed, emaciated ones.
Comfort is paramount and the imagination of
our fellow campers covers the rest. Shade does
too. Did I mention music? We play it. Not late
though. But def for brekky!
Our mission is to provide a space to relax and
listen to tunes as well as be provided with food
when we host our community feeding. The camp
was formed to provide opportunities to educate
blazers around diversity, sustainability and the
environment.”

camps theme camps

theme camps theme

“The Intentional
Library Inc.”

The Lab is a psyence themed camp run by mad
scientists whose core discipline is experimenting
with fun. We are accommodating and inclusive,
inviting all to come, play and dance in The Lab.
Check out our ‘Today’s Experiments’ board for
day to day scheduling of events and artists. We
aim to relax your thalamus and please your
auditory cortex. Swing past in the morning for a
nitrogen-infused cold brew coffee and bind some
caffeine to your adenosine receptors to fire up
your day at Blaze.

Cinebrah;- Blazing
Swan’s Community Cinema

Cinebrah provides the Blaze community with
unique cinema experiences. We show films shot
and edited at Blazing Swan on Blazing Swan,
as well as interesting films related to Burning
Man and the principles. Check us out on Infinite
Loop!”

The Froot Tree

Froot Tree opens it’s space to the younger crowd
of Blazing Swan, but no longer for children
(15 - 23 year old). A strictly alcohol free space to
meet others, listen to music, make plans, have
a dance, play games; and connect with others in
your age bracket in an environment that has no
messy boozy vibes and a strong commitment to
playful fun and laughter.”

WYVERNIA

Wyvernia is a dragon and fire themed camp.
Our fire breathing dragon fronts the camp with
flame on every night. After last year’s success we
will again be bringing the raku kiln and holding
glaze firing sessions, gifting the resultant
ceramic. The bar will also be expanding out into
a beer garden area.
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The poolroom is a small on-street walk-in bar and
lounge area, gifting drinks and more! We aim
to provide a fun and relaxed location for blazers
to drop in and have a chat and a laugh with the
strangely familiar Poolroom crew. There’s plenty
of serenity for all and don’t forget your jousting
sticks.

Greasy Pirates

The pirates aim to spread grease thick all over
blazing swan shaking hips and sailings ship’s.

Fire Tribe

Fire Tribe is home to all fire folk at Blaze. Drop
by in the daytime to have a play with our props,
or join us in one of our nightly Fire Jams. We
also coordinate the Fire Conclave before the
Effigy burn and participate in the Temple burn
ceremony. Accessible

The Birds Nest

We are the disco dome, the shimmering haven
for all things boogie. We are the Birds Nest.

Dream Gallery

Come and sleep, balance, climb, massage, draw,
play, and come and wake up. Bring your pillows
and blankets and have yourselves a psychedelic
siesta amongst many (of the) others. Our gift to
you is a place of calm, comfort, and safety. We
Love You. We are I, I am You.

Danceopia

Danceopia is a Blazing Swan community
group that was formed to celebrate the love of
dance. ‘Opia’ meaning - a condition of sight or
the visual senses - and ‘Dance’ - the physical
expression of music. We are a private camp,
sharing the gift of dance in public places.

Tribal Tribe

The Dojo of Beats. Drum circles, workshops and
world music sound system.

Aruma

A camp born at the very first Blaze and now
existing in the suburb halfway between
the sound camps and the calm of Infinite
Loop, Aruma is a comfortable space built by
performers, musicians, artists, creatives and
their friends and families. Gifting a variety of
performances, art spaces, games and good
company.

Intelligent
Deviant

“Intelligent
ɪnˈtɛlɪdʒ(ə)nt/
The ability to adapt one’s state or action
in response to varying situations and past
experience.
Deviant
diːvɪənt /
Departing from usual or accepted standards of
behaviour.
A randomly gathered collective of free spirits
united in the pursuit of art, performance,
pixelated play and other experiences beyond
the pale of mainstream society. We invite all our
fellow deviants to come, interact and play with
us in a cacophony of art, sound, light, pixels,
workshops, games and performance...”

Farkahwee Playpen

What the Farkahwee doing ... visit the twisted
Farkah’s at their Playpen near the temple.
Enjoy access to our odd assortment of acoustic
instruments ... All we ask for is unhinged and
undisciplined howling. No musical experience
required. Enjoy a belly dancing workshop, a
cup of tea, a relax with a view or a ride in the
luxurious “Fahkar”, Playpen’s new mutant art
vehicle ... we just want to play.

Shivas Tea House

“Shiva’s Tea House is a refreshing and relaxing
oasis of calm amidst the chaos at Blazing Swan.
Meet some new friends, enjoy a cup of tea, take
part in a musical jam, and chill.
Our vision is to be a community oriented camp
that inspires, educates and empowers visitors
and camp members by providing a conducive
environment for music, discussions, talks and/or
workshops in line with our values.”

abode

Abode, an alternative “home” inclusive of
everyone. Powered by a custom dubwise sound
system, our camp will cater to niche sub-genres
and aural delights. Mindful activities, chill
music & live acts during the day, party time at
night!

Bad Advice

The Bad Advice Theme Camp is an unwise crew
with no useful skills or talents. We offer useless,
opinionated advise on any topic. We have games
where everyone is a loser and guest appearances
by unprofessional wannabes. BYO. We are
always thirsty. Disclaimer: We do not recommend
that you take our advice, ever.

FluffBox

“Pop-up and roving crew, FluffBox, are built on a
short attention span and misguided enthusiasm.
Expect the unexpected; poorly planned
competitions, pampering, venereal-responsible
foul-mouthed fairies, and other random cheeky
delights.
We run the Jilakin Rock Postal Service. Come and
visit us at the Post Office to post an internal mail
letter to be delivered by a Postie Babe.
Don’t forget to get YOUR box fluff’d at
Blaze!”

Twisted Jah

camps theme camps

theme camps theme

The Poolroom

Twisted Jah is a sound camp we create a friendly
and safe chilled atmosphere where everybody
is welcome to chill out chat or just hang out and
your are always welcome to dance like no ones
watching. Our main gift is music with our 3D
surround sound.

Bayou

Themed on the swamp, food, rich culture and
subcultures of Naw’lins. We want to bring a jazzy
space full of art and vibrancy.

Camp Monkey

Camp monkey aims to celebrate the gift of
human movement! It features movement classes
and various play equipment to explore your
inner monkey

Camp Jelly

The Jellies are coming to Blaze to give you a
new type of party flavour to juice you up, get
ready to get dirty and dusty. We are a group
of professional party animals who specialise in
pimpin’ your Blaze. Keep your eyes out for our
roving parties, decadent limo and all round good
vibes. Are you ready for our jelly?
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Yoga

Start your day the right way at Shivas. Our
team of instructors will take you on a journey in
meditative movement. Awaken in bliss!

Pancake service

Morning Meditation

Welcome to Steampunk Pancakes... serving delicious
spelt pancakes most mornings and for those with
food sensitivities, the Intolerant pancake - for the
gluten free/vegan. We have a daily Steampunk dress
up theme, and an eclectic crew - you may be keen
to get involved as part of the crew. So come by, say
hello, have a pancake.

Dream Gallery- Daily
except Tuesday 7am-8am

It’s yoga. It’s asana. It’s pranayama. It’s
savasana. It’s every morning at Dream Gallery.
No goats.

Raise the Dead
Black Lagoon Daily
except Tuesday 7am - 11am

Immerse yourself in the lush depths of the
Black Lagoon for a dark dose of stimulation
and rejuvenation. Reincarnate with our freshly
brewed coffee, refreshing cold brew and
specialty coffee of the day. Enjoy stimulating
activities and conversations to wake up your
mind and body. Black as hell, strong as death,
sweet as love. Die Every Day.

Daily Cuddle Puddle
THΣ CHURCH ΩҒ ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠCΣ

Daily 7:30 AM

Join our congregation as we joyously greet
the new day, filling our hearts with happiness,
love and gratitude...giving thanks for all that is
pure and good. We LOVE you Blazers. Consent
required.

Meditation

Dream Gallery
Daily except Tuesday 8am - 8.30am

It’s meditation. It’s every morning at Dream
Gallery. It’s zen.

Monkey movement
Camp monkey Daily at 8am or
freestyle anytime!

A light hearted dose of yogic / monkey
manoeuvres to start your day right!

Shivas Tea House Daily
except Tuesday 9:00am to 10:00am

Aruma Daily 9:00am till 9:30am

Hey you, yes you! Join us in the big blue stretch tent
for some mindful meditation to start your day in the
most beautiful way. Grab yourselves a comfy cushion
and get ready to relax, let go of everyday chatter of
the mind and get present, preparing yourself to soak
up the full experience that Blazing Swan has to offer.

Cinebrah’s Daily
Screenings
Cinebrah Daily 10:00 - 18:00

Open all day with no set times. So rock up and
have a one of ushers drop a short film on just
for you and your crew. Docos, animations and
videos about Burning Man or Blazing Swan or
perhaps something we’ve shot and edited on
site. Come and let your eyeballs and brain feel
inspired, motivated and energised. Popcorn and
a/c included.

Deviant Bar

Intelligent Deviant Daily 10am
onwards…

Enjoy a drink at our unique gifting bar. Stocked

entirely by the generous gifting from Blaze
participants! Let our DJs of the alcoholic realms
mix an exotic and magical blend which will
titillate the palette of all who are over 18 and
make you Happy As Larry. ID required. No
cup-no drink.

Conversations at the
Mad Hatter’s Table
Looking Glass Thursday through
Sunday10am-12pm and 4pm-5.30pm

Talk about psychedelics with knowledgeable hosts at
our Mad Hatter’s Tea Party (Conversations).

At Steampunk pancake
Daily except Tuesday 10am-11am

Social space for
young adults
The Froot Tree Daily 11 am - 2 pm

Come and join us at the The Froot Tree! A space
for the (roughly) aged 15 to 22 year-old crowd,
who are too old for kids stuff, too young to
drink, or just old enough to drink but prefer an
alcohol free party.. who are looking for a fun
and inclusive hangout spot to meet crew of a
similar age, listen to tunes, dance, chat, play
games & have fun!

volleyball
treetops Daily 11am

Pitching camp against camp for bragging rights
and maybe some alcohol, treetops will be
hosting volleyball competitions daily. Make sure
you slounder your neighbours and get your
names down on our blackboard to see whos top
of the tree or in our doghouse!

Sound Healing at Shivas

Shivas Tea House Daily except Tuesday
11:00am to 12:00pm

Start your day with some seriously good
vibrations. Shivas has become a well known
centre for sound healing at Blaze over the
years. Allow our team of musicians and
practitioners to take you on a guided, auditory
journey of relaxation.

daily daily daliy

vents events even

DAILY EVENTS

Morning Yoga at Shivas

Unicorn Boudoir, AKA
Costume Library
Camp Unicorn Power Daily 11am- 5pm

Step into the warm cosy folds of Camp Unicorn’s
Boudoir and get dressed up beyond your most
sparkly imaginings. Wrap yourself in our
brightest, shiniest, and most luscious apparel.
Let a Unicorn assist you to accessories your
already banging look or discover your own
deepest fashion desires. The Boudoir exists to
help you feel your most fabulous

Sailing

On the Lake Daily Depends on what
happened the night before

Ministry of the Winds will be gifting rides
in our 2 seat land yacht and kite buggy and
giving lessons to those who want to take the
wheel themselves. No set times for this activity,
depends on the wind. If you see us out sailing
on the lake come out and have a go, or drop
into our camp and organise a time to meet us
out there.

Deviant Missions
Daily Available after 12pm

For hard core Deviants only! We have six secret
Deviant Missions available. One only per day!
Photograph your successful mission for our daily
Deviant broadcast. Apply at the Deviant Bar.

Coon ‘n Goon at Noon
Camp S.H.I.T. G.I.F.T. Daily Noon- 2pm
Do you like tongue-watering cheese? Do you
like delectable-ish wine? Well bring your
mouths and get it in ya! Tasting flights, infinite
varieties of cheese products, the possibility of
platters of goodness, who knows what random
yum we’ll present!
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Aiding & A-Betting Daily except Monday,
Tuesday 1-3PM

Life’s a game, wanna play? Kick off in
Inappropriate Kermit’s COCKtail Club. You’ll sip
and suck to a satisfying end. Leave with a new
bruise or two to show your friends. Consent is key
but we’ll push your limits comfortably. Spin the
wheel to continue your journey. This may be the
beginning of a beautiful dark twisted fantasy.

Spew Drew at You
Camp S.H.I.T. G.I.F.T.
Daily except Tuesday 2pm-3pm

Featuring live interpretive readings of Little Girl
Lost, the dark autobiographical history of the
early years of Drew Barrymore. Not suitable for
impressionable children / anyone who doesn’t
want intense nightmares involving coked-out
pre-teens and the shattering of their lingering
love for E.T.

wednesday
WE’RE HERE TO FUCK SPIDERS
Camp S.H.I.T. G.I.F.T. Wed 12- 5pm

Day drinking? Check. Pointless project? Check.
Tinnies on ice? Check. Come watch Camp SHIT
GIFT erect our structures, whoever fucks the most
spiders wins a real unicorn hide!

C-DAY

CHAINSAW COBRA Wed 4:20 - 4:20

C-Day [Crush Day] TECHNO - Theme - Injured
Survivor / Post Apocalyptic BIRTHDAY Michelle D
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Housewarming:
White Party

abode Wednesday 4:20pm - 4:20am

The dress up theme is white party! A radiant
ultraviolet enhanced extravaganza featuring
abode crew and friends going back 2 back with
all genres on the cards! Welcome to Jilakin Rock
City!

White Temple
Procession

Starting at Shivas it concludes in the
Temple Wednesday 4pm - 5:00PM

Come dressed in all white - to join our sacred
procession starting at Shivas Tea House and
winding up at the Temple. Everyone will have the
opportunity to create their own prayer flag which
we will tie together and hang on the temple. A
chance to honour loved ones; lost and found,
give gratitude and manifest your dreams and
wishes.

Fire Jam

Fire Tribe Wednesday 7-10pm

It’s the first night of Blaze and it’s time to fire it
up! Fire Tribe provide the tunes, fuel and safety
gear, you bring your fire props and mad skills.
Come burn with us! All fire spinners and levels
of skill are welcome. And if you don’t burn, then
come lend your eyeballs to this fiery delight.

DJ REZZ-ERECTION
THΣ CHURCH ΩҒ ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠCΣ

WEDNESDAY 9pm

A mysterious international DJ arrives at THΣ
CHURCH ΩҒ ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠCΣ to get the
party started with some dark, electronic, new
beat! Shits gonna get LOUD on Wednesday night,
be there and start your Blaze the right way…with
a full blown dose of dancy DARKNESS!!

thursday
Akhanda Yoga &
Meditation

Dream Gallery Thursday 7am - 8.45am

Akhanda means whole, harmony of the Breathe,
Movement and intention of practise. 5 elements
- movement, breathe, sound, meditation and
yogic wisdom. Provides guidelines for inner
enquiry, offering grounding, uplifting, centering,
expansion and connection.

Sacred Men’s Circle
Dream Gallery Thursday 9am-10am

The Sacred Circle is an intentional platform that
allows each of us to be seen and heard. There’s
no advice giving, fixing, or debating. Instead, we
share our truth and what’s close to our hearts.
Through this type of participation, a space is
created to connect in respectful & compassionate
ways. We may enter as strangers but we leave
as brothers.

Pom Pom Head Dress
Workshop

Intelligent Deviant Thursday 10am-11am

What makes getting your groove on even
groovier? Grooving in a pom pom head dress
that’s what ! Come and make your very own Pom
Pom Head Dress.*only 20 spots available.

Sound Healing

Aruma Thursday 10:00am to 10:30am

Sound healing therapy uses aspects of music
to improve your physical and emotional health
and well-being. Come and enjoy the beautiful
experience of sound healing performed with
Quartz Singing Bowls, Koshi Chimes, and more at
Aruma Camp.

Hive Yoga with Olga

Kamp Koasis tent Thursday 10am-11am

day thursday thur
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Lucky Spin Happy Hour

Zone in to chill the f* out Tune into your body
and clear your mind. Olga offers classes that are
designed to make people feel good. A warm &
inclusive atmosphere welcomes everyone at all
levels. Gentle & playful Vinyasa Flow classes will
build your strength and flexibility. Benefit from
grounding & uplifting meditation & breathing
techniques.

The Big Show & Tell

Black Lagoon Thursday 10.30am-12pm

Come, sit down, relax with a coffee and let
others show something interesting to them and
take you on a journey. Better yet, bring an item,
a thought, a story or what ever you want to show
and tell. The more creative the better. Please
come 10 minutes early if you want to show and
tell, only 15 spots available.

Dragon Folk

Aruma Thursday 11:00am till 11:45am

Our favourite Fire breathing dragons (Wyvernia
Camp) are spoiling us with a live acoustic
performance involving folk tunes, a banjo,
ukulele, guitar and some possible Dad jokes.

Blindfold Yoga

Dream Gallery Thursday 11am-12pm

Blindfold yoga is a powerful way to connect to
Self. Be gently guided by Bronte to experience
your body in a heightened state of awareness
and gratitude. Move, be still, laugh and maybe
even cry. Suitable for all levels, including beginners.

TOMB OF HORRORS D&D
THΣ CHURCH ΩҒ ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠCΣ

THURSDAY 11am

“BE WARY treasure hunters, for all who land on
Shale Rock NEVER leave unchanged.”
Join Lady D’Von and THΣ CHURCH ΩҒ
ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠCΣ Dungeon Masters on a
treacherous 5E adventure.

Shiva’s Tea House Thursday 12pm - 1pm

Tai Chi and Qi
Gong for Everyone

We will begin with some meditation and gentle
movement to sink into the body, the heart and
out of the mind. This will be our compass for
creating a beautiful, personal and meaningful
mandala. You will be able to take these
mandalas home and they can provide a visual
reminder of your priorities, dreams and the
beliefs that serve you.

Kamp Koasis Thursday 1pm to 2pm

Drug Aware World

Trip-sitting:
Supporting someone
on a bad trip

Looking Glass Thursday 12pm-1.30pm
Join us as we explore approaches to drug
education and share handy tips for educating
yourself and others (Workshop).

Nude photoshoot on
CNUT Rock
CNUT Rock (surprise!) Thurs morning.
One hour before Liberator’s nude dance
event.

Start your Blaze as you intend to continue
– pushing boundaries. Be part of the nude
photoshoot on CNUT Rock, followed by other
nude activities with the Liberators. Enjoy the
freedom of Blaze. Be au natural. Cross this one
off your bucket list. Be a part of the amazing art
photography of Deric Martin. Photos will only
be available to participants. Being a part of the
shoot gives Deric permission to use your image
who promises to use it discreetly.

Women Bleeding at
Blaze
Shivas Tea House
Thurs 1:00pm to 2:00pm

Shivas is offering a safe, welcoming & open
space for women who are on their bleed at Blaze
to come and rest, create conversation around the
often menstrual taboos that plague our society
and connect with one another through loving
touch & safe holding.

Join William for a beginner friendly session of
Tai Chi & Qi Gong. Qi Gong is a great tool for
distributing energy through your mind and body,
to restore energetic peace. Tai Chi is good for
balance & focus, helping you learn to listen to
your body. Both are fun, interesting practices, &
can be enjoyed by anyone!

Looking Glass Thurs 1.30pm-2.30pm
Learn more about how to support someone
experience distress while high (Workshop)

Eye Gazing

Black Lagoon Thursday 2 pm - 3 pm

Eye Gazing breaks down the barriers between
people and allows you to see yourself as another.
Vulnerability is power. In this workshop, suited
for newcomers to the practise, we will use a slow
building of intimacy in a playful light-hearted
setting to strengthen your power to connect,
communicate, assert and realize the self.

Conscious
Connections

Shivas tea house Thursday 2pm to 3pm
Connecting with one another in an authentic
way. Titillating the senses. Finding the edges.
Behaving as our bonobo brethren. Relating to
our hearts truth and realising our oneness.

JUGGERS

THΣ CHURCH ΩҒ
ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠCΣ THURSDAY 2pm

Skullfukkers at Koasis Creek and help us
celebrate the 30th Anniversary of the classic
post apocalyptic film ‘Salute of The Jugger’ by
beating the ever-loving shit out of the Black
Lagoon tribe whist trying to place a dog skull
on a stick. You ain’t seen nothing quite like it.

Pillow Fight Royale
Aruma Thursday 2pm - 3pm

The only fighting allowed at Blazing Swan!
Choose your (super soft, mega comfy) weapon
and stay on your podium while your opponent
tries to knock you off. Last person standing
heads into the playoffs to battle for the Blazing
Swan Pillow Fight Royale Grand Champion 2019
- could it be you?

The Velvet Cabaret
Serene Green Thursday 4pm - 7pm

Come along and show us your best soul train/
show tunes act! Release your inner Disco Diva,
dress to impress!

Open Jam

Shivas Tea House Thursday
4:00pm to 6:00pm

Come create, come play, come and sample the
atmosphere Shiva’s Tea House has become
famous for. Bring an instrument, bring your
voice. We will have some of Shiva’s solid crew
of musicians to guide you in a spontaneous
Journey in Music.

O-DAY

CHAINSAW COBRA Thurs 4:20 - 4:20

O-Day Orgasm Day - Named after surviving
the first day of Blazing Swan 2019 - Happy
as Larry. Waking up horny as an infected
human. Theme - Infected horny human / Post
Apocalyptic Music - Techno Happy Birthday John.R

abode improvement
part II: Electric
Boogaloo
Abode Thursday 4:20pm - 4:20am

The dress up theme is: 90s! Move over Y2K
bangers, we are going back to the oldskool..
Sounds of the 90s immortalised during this
throwback Thursday.

sday thursday thu
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Mandala Manifesting
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This may be the genius of Burning Man.....
Out of nothing we created everything.
Larry Harvey
(1948-2018)
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The Fifth Element
Whisper Tree
Animism
The Heating Post
Dark Side of the Tune (FKA Tri-Hi-Fire-Wire)
David Attenborough Greenhouse (DAG)
Wormhole gate to the unknown
Cinevision
The Flower of Life
IAMU
Glaze at Blaze

Dark Truck : Aura-scapes
Tetra
Connexion
The Fahkar
ShowerThoughts
Mr Benn Blazing Glam
Sit and listen
Optic Alley
Window To The Soul
Wheatbelt Daydreaming
Ca$hing-in

theme camps
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M4

Flamin Go
Ministry of the Winds
Couch Potatoes
Camp S’Elfs “Coolin’ in Kulin!
Stygian Swamp Saloon
Tree tops
The Looking Glass
FREAKWHENSEE
Fringe Dwellers
The Druids Den
The Bureau of Esoterics
Black Lagoon
Kaleidoscope Mandala
Steampunk Pancakes
The Faraway Tree
“The Intentional Library Inc.”
The Church of Belligerence
Alliance
Camp S.H.I.T. G.I.F.T.
Aiding & A-betting
God Said No
Kamp Koasis
ShadyNasty
Camp Unicorn		
Chainsaw Cobra Camp
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Serene Green
The Lab
Cinebrah;- Blazing Swan’s Community Cinema
The Froot Tree
WYVERNIA
The Poolroom
Greasy Pirates
Fire Tribe
The Birds Nest
Dream Gallery
Danceopia
Tribal Tribe
Intelligent Deviant
Farkahwee Playpen
Shivas Tea House
abode
Bad Advice
FluffBox
Twisted Jah
Bayou
Camp Monkey
Camp Jelly

God Said No Thursday 5pm - sunrise

We will kick off nice and early with some
sweet deep, progressive & melodic house and
techno vibes from 5pm til morning. As always
we will have Perth’s most talented selectors in
the melodic game taking you on a full journey
through sound, emotive tunes and solid dance
floor vibes into the early hours of the morning.

Wigs and Onesies Party
Aruma Thursday 530pm to midnight

We want YOU in your comfiest ONESIE and
favourite WIG so we can play you some WICKED
TUNES in the blue Aruma mega stretch tent! We
have a delicious DJ line up for you which we
will keep you bouncing all night. Look out for
us before the event as we’ll be rounding you up
luring you in from the back of Champagne Charlie,
Blazing Pied Piper style!

Diddle Lee Dee
Potatoes

Tribal Tribe Thursday 6 - 6.30pm

Led by the ‘Queen of the Dance’ Lady Caroline,
this is a half hour of the lower half of your body
jumping about frenetically with the upper half is
in a catatonic state of paralysis. Get your green
on! Plus Potatoes. Baked just like you.

The Bird’s Nest
Compression Party
The Bird’s Nest Thursday 6pm - 2am

The Bird’s Nest invites you to let off some steam
at our opening soiree.
•Theme: let off steam.
•Dress: Impress yourself.
•Bar: Sangria cos its a fiesta y’all.
•Tunes: Nest residents playing da boogie/
house/disco.

Sexy Insects
Sundowner Soiree

Black Lagoon Thursday Sunset - late

As the sun sets, crawl out from under your rock
and come get sprayed. Dress like you want to
get your head chewed off alongside raunchy
roaches and busty butterflies with thicc thoraxes.
Metamorphosise with our rum cold brew and
other sweet nectars that’ll make you scuttle your
buttle and breathe through your skin.

Paella Night

Intelligent Deviant Thursday 6-7pm

Paella and kalimoxto!brought to you by our
Deviant Spanish contingent. Come celebrate all
things Spanish. Authentic as fuck! Don’t miss it.
BYO plate/bowl & cup.

The Great Alliance
Spin-Off
Start at the Millenium Falcon

Thursday Start 6.30pm - on
Grab your glow toys and join us in a parade of
spinning light and colour (and tunes of course!)
through Jilakin Rock City. Meet at the Millenium
Falcon @ 6.30, finish there later at our “Bat
Country” celebration!

iOTA Fire Jam

Anywhere in JRC where iOTA parks up
Thursday 7-10pm

iOTA is the art car that brings you fiery magic.
We depart Fire Tribe after dark and cruise JRC
looking for a place to burn. When we park up,
it’s Fire Jam time! Join iOTA at Fire Tribe before
we depart or find us wherever we are, bring
your fire toys and come burn with us. Fire fuel
and safety gear is provided. All fire spinners are
welcome.
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Furtastic Fursday

Bedtime Stories
(open mic)

Kamp Koasis Thursday 7pm

Calling all wild party animals! It’s time to
unleash your furgasmic farshun at our opening
night! Join us for a night of fuzzy, filthy beats,
fresh frothies on tap & some extra surprises
along the way. Ever dreamt of being a part-time
stripper or a part-time model? Come down in
your favorite furs & get ready to TAKE IT OFF on
the Koasis Katwalk!

Toy High Tea

Shiva’s Tea House Thursday 7pm - 8pm

Bring your puppet/toy/furry childhood friends
together to meet other Blazers, share stories,
play some spontaneous games, drink tea and all
in all have a mad merry time.

Songs from a Dome:
Worldly Voices
Shivas Tea House. Thurs 8pm to 11pm

Worldly voices return to Shiva’s Tea House again
this year. Join us after dinner for an intimate
evening of Music, Song, Dance, and performance
before you venture into the wildness of the dark
night. Our concert series with tea is the perfect
way to start your night.

Pop-up German
Sparkle Party

Meet at the Deviant Bar Thursday 9pm
onwards.......

Is dis de party ja? I like German Sparkle Party!
A sparklalicious occurrence synonymous with
hardcore awesome. Don your rÃ¼bber bÃ¶Ã¶ts
and pÃ¤rty pants and meet us at the Deviant
Bar for some serious Sound Camp gatecrashing!
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Sacred Flow

GSN Friday 9am-10.30am

Joining forces, powerful facilitator Aimee
Hamilton and DJ Subliminal Sound. Bringing
their passions of music, and healing through
movement together, you will be guided through
a gentle yoga flow, and into a explorative
movement meditation. Discover how movement
and music can assist us in releasing emotions
from the mind and body.

Gypsy Punk Half Hour
Tribal Tribe Friday 10-10.30pm

A pogoing frenzy of 2/4 balkan, Gypsy and
eastern European folk metal....with vodka. Be
there or fuck off!

Hypnojourney to
Radical Self Love
Aruma Friday 10:00am till 11:00am

A journey of hypnosis, breathwork and energetic
release to remove blockages, clear unhelpful
stories and start walking the path to joyful,
delicious, radical self-love.

Yoga of BASS

Kamp Koasis Friday 10am to 11:30am

Join Shawn Taylor aka ShaantiBot for a low
frequency sonic experience combining BASS
music & Yoga Asana. Learn the science behind
frequency, its traditional application in Yoga
& how this can lead to heightened states of
consciousness. All this happens while moving
from shape to shape through yogic space-time on
the awesome Koasis sound system.

Dream Gallery Friday 10pm-12am

Come share fables, tales of another world, an era
past; lullabies or eery pieces to lull you into a
skittery, or deep slumber.

Acro Yoga
Performance

Aruma Friday 11:00am till 11:30am

Come and experience a beautiful performance
from Perth’s best Acro talent. Get comfy in our
mountain of cushions and enjoy the show.

Qi Gong & Tai Chi Session
God Said No Friday 11am - 12:30pm

Qi Gong is a great tool for distributing energy
through your mind and body, and to help restore
energetic peace. Tai Chi is good for balance and
focus, and helps us learn to listen to our body.
Both are fun and interesting practices, and can
be enjoyed by people of all ages and fitness
levels.

GLAZE @ BLAZE

WYVERNIA Friday Three 1 hour
workshops commencing at
11am, 12pm & 1pm

A biscuit fired pot will be supplied for participants
to apply their own glazes/design. The pots are
then fired in the Raku kiln and the resultant
beautiful blaze momento is yours to keep.

Wheel of Consent

Dream Gallery Friday 11am-12.30pm

The Wheel of Consent is a model of consent
based on, but not requiring, touch. The
Wheel brings ease, sensuality, confidence,
self-responsibility and freedom to the touch
interaction. This workshop will heighten your
capacity to experience pleasure in the body, and
to explore the acts of Giving and Receiving within
a framework of clear agreements.

Unicorn Horn
Making Workshop

Camp Unicorn Power Friday 11am-2pm
Come join us at Camp Unicorn’s Artspace for
our annual Unicorn Horn Making Workshop
11am-2pm. We encourage all to find their inner
Unicorn by crafting up a storm then showing off
your horny glory hours later in our March of The
Unicorns 3pm. We can’t wait to make you feel
pretty and gay! As for witty! you’re on your own.

Secure
Communication
for Psychedelics
Enthusiasts

Looking Glass Friday 11.30am-12pm

Tips and tricks for staying safe online (Talk).

Fringe Dwellers
Champagne Charlie Run

Fringe Dwellers Fri 19th April 12pm -1pm
Come dressed in your finest 1920s/30’s attire
and help Champagne Charlie welcome all to
Jilakin Rock City. Jerome DF will be on board
playing an Electro-Swing set not to be missed.

Embrace Your Inner
Goddess
abode Friday 12:00pm - 4:20am

Dress up theme: Embrace your inner Goddess!
Inclusive activities throughout the day and night.
Workshops, Healing and Music. Live performance
from Tanaya Harper at sunset! House and Techno
throughout the night.

Wilderness Running

Shivas Tea House Fri 12:00pm to 1:00pm
Wilderness Running is a game of inner sence
observation and innocence invigoration. We will
run, skip, play and flow within the playground
of boodja, where movement comes to die
into stillness and silence gives birth to sound.
Forecasts of joy.

Aruma Camp Friday 1:00pm till 2:30pm

Take your self-love practice to new levels with
powerful tantric tools for increasing sensitivity,
pleasure and kicking negative body beliefs to the
curb. We use sensual mindfulness meditation,
erotic activating breathwork and techniques for
enhancing sensitivity, sending love to your body,
manifesting desires and allowing unlimited
pleasure!

Kostume Khameleon
Kamp Koasis Friday 1pm to 3pm

Join in a fun, YOU ARE BEAUTIFUL, shameless
on-the-spot, deconstructed kostume swap. See
something you fancy? Drop your draws &
trade! Reconstruct your kostume with someone
else’s skirt, shades or a piggy back ride! But
beware!You may leave with stripes in place
of sparkles or tutus instead of tights. Wear
something you’re willing to gift!

playful ropes

Armpit Speed Dating

‘playful ropes- a fun way to explore shibari/
kinbaku for friends and lovers alike.’

They say true love exists in the smell of the other,
come participate in this unique and fascinating
armpit speed dating session. You will be
blindfolded and if you and the person both select
each other based on smell you will be paired up
for a special extra experience of connection. Fun
for all pits.

Aruma main tent Friday 1400 to 1530

BELLIGERENT
BELLYDANCING

THΣ CHURCH ΩҒ ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠCΣ

FRI 2pm

Precursory to the evenings Vampiric, BLOOD
RAVE, join Madame Nina for a lesson in
Belligerent Bellydance in preparation of a
night you will NEVER forget. Learn to wriggle
and writhe like an immortal succubus at THΣ

Singing Voice
Activation.

Emotional
Intelligence
Through Play

Sing as a reminder in the sometimes craziness of
blaze to come back to ourselves, and act within
our own alignment of self reliance. That we are
holy on our own. It’s a moment to find or voice &
connect to our voice. Whether you like to sing in
the shower, on stage or are tone deaf; anyone is
welcome to participate.

Emotional Intelligence Through Play: Playing
is the best way to develop your emotional
intelligence. Come play like a child and have
a good laugh, all whilst learning valuable life
lessons and connecting with strangers. The main
theme for this session will be fear of failure. Let’s
get weird together.

Hairwraps and Hugs.

Champagne Charlie Run
Roaming the Playa

National Pill
Testing Campaign:
How to Get Involved

Camp Unicorn Friday 2pm - 3pm

shivas Tea house Fri 1:00pm to 2:00pm

Friday 12pm -1pm

Come dressed in your finest 1920s/30’s attire
and help Champagne Charlie welcome all to the
Playa. Jerome DF will be on board playing an
Electro-Swing set not to be missed.

Psychoactive Plants
of the World
Looking Glass Friday 12pm-1.30pm

An overview of the most important psychoactive
plant species from around the world - their
biology, chemistry, and anthropology (Talk).

Black Lagoon Friday 1pm-3pm

Looking Glass Friday 1.30pm-2pm

National campaign for pill testing run by
Students for Sensible Drug Policy is getting
traction. Find out more including how to get
involved (Talk).

DEEP HOUSE YOGA:
VENUS FLOW
God Said No Friday 13:30 - 15:00

Zsuzsa brings her signature style flowy Vinyasa
to Deep House tunes with her lover, BenJi behind
the decks. In perfect symbiosis, she works her
magic and he casts his auditory spells. This flow
is to invite you into embodied self love through a
sacral & heart lead experience while amplifying
the electricity of the love that is all around us.

CHURCH ΩҒ ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠCΣ

Shivas tea house Fri 2:00pm to 3:00pm

Come and craft your own hairwrap or install as a
memento or gift on another. Materials supplied.
Hugs abundant.

March of the Unicorns
Come and be apart of the annual March of the
Unicorns.

Addiction &
Psychedelics: When
Too Much is Not Enough
Looking Glass Friday 2pm-3.30pm

An exploration of psychedelics, addiction and
harm reduction (Forum).

Kamp Koasis
Beerversity

Kamp Koasis Friday 3.00pm to 4.00pm

Want to know more about the world of beer?
The Koasis brewers delve into the magical world
of beer. Many styles of beer (old & new) are
explained (and tasted) so you can graduate from
the most useful university degree ever! Tell the
difference between your Pilsners, Stouts & Sour
beers. Come down and get beery with us. Love
and Beer!

Shiva’s Tea House Friday 3pm - 4pm

Tribal Men’s Circle
Out on the salt lake Friday 3pm-4pm
Be wild, be present, be powerful.

Dick Shot Roulette
Camp S.H.I.T. G.I.F.T. Friday 3pm-5pm

Spin the wheel and have a drink - you just might
learn something about yourself, or your partner.
Or a stranger! Foreskin preferred.

Reagent pill
testing workshop
Looking Glass Friday 3.30pm-5pm

See a reagent pill test demonstration and learn
how to do it yourself (Workshop)

11 Principles:
Alive in Life.

Shivas Friday 4:00pm to 5:00pm

Open discussion of the Principles that guide
our interaction at Blaze & Burns. How have the
principles altered your life and how you engage
with people? What is your favourite principle
and why? The principles are a constant enquiry,
an adventure to discover how we can evolve our
own core values. Join us and radically express
yourself.
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Self Worship with
Luna

(Friday 2.00pm – 4.00pm Bring along a piece of
clothing, hat or anything else you want to bling
with LED lighting. We have copper string lights,
LilyPad sewable technology, various materials,
needle and thread.
Radically express yourself and help Blaze come
alive after dark…

The Jelly Takeover
Fringe Dwellers/Playa Fri 4pm till late
Needing more jelly in your life? Come & get
down & dusty as the Jelly crew roll through
Jilikin rock city showing everyone exactly how
we party. And trust us we are REALLY good at
it. Expect filthy funky beats, some dazzling
performances and a few surprises for good
measure Featuring Ada Rose, Bondy, Private
Pickle, Micah & Coconut Carnies

B-DAY

Chainsaw Cobra Camp Friday 4:20 - 4:20

B-Day Blues and Whiskey day. Get rhythm. Bring
your favourite drop to share. Theme - Black
Music - Live Blues and Roots

AAA Sundowner
Select

Aiding & A-Betting Friday 5-9PM

Wanna play? The SINdowner edition. Saddle up
to Kermit’s Inappropriate COCKtail bar for a shot,
a spank, shimmy and a spin. As the sun sets
things are sure to get heated. We’ve made a few
friends who’ll pop up to impress, undress and
potentially transgress.

Spoken Word and
Poetry

Aruma Friday 5:00pm till 6:00pm

Aruma welcomes you to our new blue sexy
stretch tent for a moment of spoken word and
poetry open mic. Bring your original poetry
or your favourite published pieces to read or
perform to a loving Blaze audience.

Polyamory: Reality
vs Expectations.

Shivas Friday 5:00pm to 6:00pm
In this day and age it seems that polyamory
is getting more and more popular. The idea of
free love and bountiful connections can be very
appealing. But how does it work in practise? Are
your expectations aligned with what the extra
dimension will bring in your relationship? Join us
for an honest discussion.

Bicycle Day: Its
LSD’s Birthday
Party!
Looking Glass Friday 5pm-7pm

75yrs ago today Albert Hoffman took the first
LSD and rode his bicycle very high. Celebrate
with us! (Party)

The Rum & Bums
Drum and Bass
Lingerie Get Down!
Shadybase Friday 6pm - 2am

Screw Cheese and crackers! The best pairing
for a bit of rum on the rocks is some big ass
booties and some banging drum and bass! Get
your bums out and get your favourite lingerie
on, we’re serving up rum tonight, and our DJ’s
are packing some low end heat of both kinds!
BEWARE - uncontrollable booty shaking may
ensue!

Luna Plena
Processione

On the playa and cave rock Fri 6pm-8pm
Church of Belligerence, Danceopia, Tribal Tribe,

Aluminaty Party

SHADYBASE Friday Sunset til 3-4am ish

Tinfoil hats, driving bass music, tech and
psytrance, the one night this year to get naughty
with our secret tinfoil overlords!

Sacred Connection
Ceremony.
shivas Friday 7:00pm to 8:00pm

A relaxed ceremony on the early eve of the full
moon. The intention is to gather together, sit
in a circle of unity and honour our connection
between the land, our inner selves and
each other, providing a much need space to
intentionally tap into the transformative energy
present at this time of year.

Full Moon Drumming:
cave rock
Cave Rock Friday 7pm-9pm

Drumming under the full moon the Culmination
of Luna Plena Processione.

Star Trek Dress Day
Start at the Starship Enterprise
Fri 7.30pm - on....

Beam me up Scotty...stomp-up an intergalactic
storm as we take the Enterprise to new frontiers
and shake off those Klingons. Dress as your
favourite character from Star Trek.

iOTA Fire Jam

Anywhere in JRC where iOTA parks up
Friday 8-10pm

iOTA is the art car that brings you fiery magic.
We depart Fire Tribe after dark and cruise JRC
looking for a place to burn. When we park up,
it’s Fire Jam time! Join iOTA at Fire Tribe before
we depart or find us wherever we are, bring
your fire toys and come burn with us. Fire fuel
and safety gear is provided. All fire spinners are
welcome.

Songs from a Dome:
Worldly Voices

Shivas Tea House Fri 8:00pm to 11:00pm
Worldly voices return to Shiva’s Tea House again
this year. Join us after dinner for an intimate
evening of Music, Song, Dance, and performance
before you venture into the wildness of the dark
night. Our concert series with tea is the perfect
way to start your night. Sets on this night will
include the music of Killian Harty and Echo
Shadow.

The Amazing
Spider-Man Variety
Show
Dream Gallery Friday 8pm - 10 pm

A light-hearted evening of entertainment where
YOU become the stars of the show. Laugh, cry
and dare to be yourself as we share in a fun,
intimate, safe setting for group connection.
Presenting something beautiful: song, dance,
story telling, poetry, jokes, art or what ever
spontaneous thing the moment would have you do.

Fire Tribe,The Liberators come together in ritual
procession carrying the death of the sun to the
rock to release the moon.
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Don’t Be A Darkwad

aruma camp main tent Fri 2000 to 2130

Use tantric tools to increase sensitivity, pleasure
and kick negative body beliefs to the curb. We
use sensual mindfulness meditation, erotic
activating breathwork and techniques for
enhancing sensitivity, sending lots of love to your
body, manifesting desires and allowing unlimited
pleasure! Clothing optional.

Gin and Bubbles
Birdbath Rave
The Bird’s Nest Friday 9pm-early

You dirty little flockers need a good scrub!
Don the shower caps & shake your duckies. We
follow the AAA schexy sundowner keeping the
schexy vibes going. Its not a flocking sex party.
Its a fucking sexy party. Theme: bathroom rave.
Dress: bathtub rave. Music: classic nostalgic
house. Special guests and live vocals.

BLOOD RAVE

THΣ CHURCH ΩҒ ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠCΣFRIDAY 8pm
Come dressed as a creature of the night and join
the congregation for an evening of darkness and
despair.
Many tribes will gather to entertain you with
exotic, ritualistic dance and displeasure.
At Midnight, IT RAINS BLOOD in THΣ
CHURCH ΩҒ ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠCΣ. Rave in
the wetness of crimson and be stained in the
sanctified fluid of life and death.

SATURDAY

420 WAKE’N’BAKE
MORNING PARTY

Black Lagoon Saturday 7am till noon

It’s 4-20 baby and it’s time to start the day right
with a WAKE & BAKE in the Black Lagoon. Baked
goods that would make Nigella Lawson giggle,
served with a side of coffee and the dankest
tasting reggae to ever puff down your ear holes.

Yoga Mashup

Kamp Koasis Saturday 10am to 11am

Struggling to decide what type of yoga you feel
like today? Meesha and Chee take decisionmaking out of your hands and are serving up
a party-pleasing, mixed platter of yoga. A little
bit of slow mo, a pinch of power and a dollop of
yin. There’s a party on your yoga mat and you’re
invited.

Tropical House DJ
set w Nosferatu (FR)
Aruma Saturday 10am-1130am

Sumo at Midnight

Unfold into your Saturday morning with a
smoooooth Tropical House set from the one and
only DJ Nosferatu (France). An uplifting and
relaxing breakfast set by the French guru is the
perfect way set your self up for an amazing
Blazing Saturday

Refereed by ‘Beats’ and his famous droll

SenSALSAtional

Tribal Tribe Friday 11.55pm-1am

commentating. Raw, touchy-feely aggression in
the playa dust. At the sound of the gong its on!
Stay within the ring. Winners get to feel superior
to the loser who doesn’t care anyway- A win win
situation. Theme camps are to find their Camp
Champion. (Camp costumes required). Just like
WWF...so gay.

Tribal Tribe Saturday 10pm-11.30pm

Come and celebrate after the effigy burn at
Tribal Tribe just across the road with DJ Groove
Warrior playing latin tunes including Salsa
and Samba. Look out for surprise glittered and
feathered Samba dancers from Danceopia!

Koasis Creek Saturday 11 am - 12pm

Ah the ancient and noble game of Crummock!
Crummock is basically hockey played with pool
noodles except you can’t hit the ball unless you
are wearing a hat. Hat thievery is allowed. You
see where that’s going to end up right? Come
play or watch. We have hats. Sooo many hats.
Cocktails for the winners! Hosted by Sarayor and
Melanie.

Consent is Sexy!

Camp Unicorn Power Saturday 11am

Come join us for a casual conversation, on
weaving consent into everyday situations. We
will chat about some tricky situations, like a
loud dance floor where it’s too loud to talk. And
play some interactive games to practice spoken
and non-verbal communication skills, to make
consent a more a more easy and fluid part of
your blaze experience.

Dream Healing

Dream Gallery Saturday 11am-12.30pm

Nocturnal dreams are a perfectly directed tool
for our individual self exploration and wellbeing.
Join Larissa to learn how to use your own dreams
for self-knowledge, awareness and healing.
Even if you don’t remember your dreams, this
workshop will teach you to coax them to the
surface.

Ayahuasca: What We Know
Looking Glass Saturday 11am-12pm

Hear what we know about ayahuasca so far - it’s
history, uses, effects, benefits and risks (Talk).

Bellydancing
Workshop

Farkahwee Playpen
Saturday 11:00 - 12:00 AM

Learn hypnotic hipshakes, drops, flicks, shimmies
and more. Wear a mid-driff baring top, loose
comfy pants, flowing skirt, scarves and bling.
Be a Persian Princess, a Greek God or wild
Banshee Indian. Kerryn the mystic will lead you
to temptation. She knows the ancient dark ways
and the secret elixir of desire …

Flow Yoga with Wren
and Earthstatik
God Said No Saturday 11:00-12:30

Come enjoy a beautiful yoga flow, with DJ
Earthstatik providing deep psychedelic dub beats
to help you get lost and connected to your flow.

Sumo at Midnight

Tribal Tribe Saturday 11.55pm -1am

Find your sparring partner and from the sound
of the gong, its on! Push them out of the ring of
light. Theme camps provide your strongest camp
champion to take on other camp champs. So gay!
Lycra tights preferred for this lust in the dust no
holes barred savagery.

Kulin Kush Races
Abode Saturday 12:00pm - 4:20am

An international holiday! Irie vibes all day and
night with Reggae, Dub, Hip Hop, Beats and Live
Music!

Osho’s Dynamic
Meditation with
Peter Sharp &
Michelle Passmore

Shiva’s Tea House Saturday 12pm - 1pm
This meditation is a fast, intense and thorough
way to break old, ingrained patterns in the
bodymind, and to experience the freedom, the
witnessing, silence and peace that are hidden
behind our subconscious minds. Based on the 5
dynamic stages developed by Osho.
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Crummock

Self Worship

Post Office Saturday 12pm - 4pm

Champagne Charlie presents... Mathas, Dave
Watkins (Yalla Yalla), Mike Slade, Yully, Mat Cal
& Etienne De Kock (Mystic Rebellion), Swami &
Matteo.

My backyard drug
therapy business
is allll good man
Looking Glass Saturday 12pm-1pm

An exploration of the ethics of backyard drug
therapy (Discussion).

Dub(ble) Dou(ble)
vision party
The Bird’s Nest Saturday 12pm-6pm

We spin...you roll...come in your finest dub(les)/
couples/pairs - cos two is better than one.
Theme: Sunshine party for smiley party people.
Dress: The idiots came in two by two hoorah.....
jaaarah. Music: Sunshine dub & reggae.

Fringe Dwellers/
Champagne Charlie

Live Music Post Office/Effigy Sat 12pm - 7pm
Champagne Charlie presents... Mathas, Tanaya
Harper, The Wytchy Djypsies, Mat Cal & Etienne
De Kock (Mystic Rebellion), Swami, FunKnight &
20hz Life.

KUNDALINILIT

God Said No Saturday 12:30 - 14:00

Get high on your own supply as Rise With BenJi
explodes your world with Kundalini Yoga set
to drop you into powerful and quite physical
Kundalini Yoga kriya, mantra, poses and physical
movements to get you naturally euphoric and
vibrating higher than a Mariah Carey squeal.
Caution: May cause dislocated chakras.
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LGBTIQ- talkin’
about Queer
generation

Camp Unicorn Power Saturday 1pm

Have you ever wanted to ask someone a
question, but not known how to ask? What does
LGBTIQ stand for? Why do some people prefer
the pronoun, “they/them”? We are a bunch of
friendly Queers, inviting you to join us for an
open conversation. Come get to know us, bring
your questions and an open mind.

Sacred Dance
Discovery

Dream Gallery Saturday 1pm - 2.30pm

Are you curious as to the different archetypes
and energies you have within you? How can you
reconnect to your inner child to welcome more
innocence and play into your life? Your Wild
Warrior inviting strength and courage? Discover
how movement and music can assist us in
releasing emotions from the mind and the body
in this explorative workshop.

Danceopia Samba
Workshop

Abode Camp Saturday 1pm - 2pm

Samba for your life with Claire and CÃ©lio.
Welcome to Brazilian carnaval where you will
learn the basic steps of samba. Learn to connect
with forgotten parts of your body and feel the
rhythms of Rio de Janeiro. Not only for women.
Bring lots of energy and water!

Bending Relationship
Rules with Zsuzsa &
Benji
Shiva’s Tea House Saturday 1pm - 2pm

Drawing on the universe of Kundalini Yoga and
a tweaking of couples exercises, BenJi & Zsuzsa
lead you through visceral yet fun exercises set to
crack you open; build connectivity with yourself
and others; and reinvigorate your relationship/s
as you get out of the drivers seat of the head and
into the home of the heart.

The Psychology of
Psychedelics

Sufi Twirling
Freestyle

Ask question of a panel of experts about
psychedelics and psychology (Panel Q&A)

Demonstration and exploration of Sufi twirling
exercises that will take you out of your head and
into your heart. This will then lead into some soft
classical music dancing.

Looking Glass Saturday 1pm-3pm

Don’t Be A Darkwad

Saturday 10.00am – 12.00pm
Bring along a piece of clothing, hat or anything
else you want to bling with LED lighting. We have
copper string lights, LilyPad sewable technology,
various materials, needle and thread.
Radically express yourself and help Blaze come
alive after dark…

Drinking Games
with Rachel
God Said No Saturday 2-4pm

After the huge success from last year, Rachel
returns to host her super fun drinking games.
Come down for some good time drinks and great
music.

Inner Warrior
Shout Release

Black Lagoon Saturday 2 pm - 3 pm

The warrior is an archetype of masculine
energetic expression which we all carry from
within the collect unconscious. Unleash the raw
power of vitality and courage to experience
transmutation of primal aggression into the way
of the peaceful warrior. Fight for a better life in a
better world for all by giving force to your spirit
of creation

Shiva’s Tea House Saturday 2pm - 3pm

Didgeridoo with
Phil Billy

Aruma Saturday 3:00pm till 3:30pm

With exceptional talent, Phil has been seen
playing at multiple places around Perth including
the Articulate Exhibition at Atwell Gallery,
Transcendance event and Tribalization just to
name a few.

ACRO YOGA

Kamp Koasis Sat 3.00pm to 4.30pm

Learn to fly, find your inner strength, and
surprise yourself with what you can do! No
partner or experience required. Just you! Acro
Yoga combines skills from Acrobatics, Yoga, and
Thai Massage, to create an interactive, fun and
accessible practice for all levels. Join Sarah Fae
and other awesome acroyogi’s to learn some
magical movement skills.

The 3 Minute Game

Shiva’s Tea House Saturday 3pm - 4pm
Using the Wheel of Consent, we explore the
four quadrants of Giving, Taking, Allowing and
Receiving. We spend three minutes in each of
these roles using consentual, heart-felt touch to
explore our relationship with each.

Acoustic Guitar & Vocalist
INTERGALACTIC
Special Performance by
LIBATIONS & LIQUID
Dave Watkins
BASS
Aruma Saturday 2 till 3pm

If you caught him last year, you know you won’t
want to miss Dave Watkins LIVE! Member of the
popular band Yalla Yalla who recently had a
track added to Triple J Un-Earthed, Dave brings
something very unique to Blaze and we’re
excited to have him back at Aruma.
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Live Music

Alliance Saturday 2.30pm - 6pm

Come and revel in a successful raid on Jabba’s
keg room by enjoying the best brews the Outer
Rim has to offer! Enjoy the libations and groove
to the tunes in a liquid pleasure cruise through
the afternoon.

Live Music

R-DAY

Burn the Night

Nickleback Karaoke. Because NICKLEBACK
KARAOKE. Nickleback and microphones provided,
byo amazing voice. Or not, like, it _is_
Nickleback.

Champagne Charlie presents... Mathas, Dave
Watkins (Yalla Yalla), Mike Slade, Yully, Mat Cal
& Etienne De Kock (Mystic Rebellion), Swami &
Matteo

R-Day Relapse back into Techno. Music - Techno
Theme - Post Apocalyptic/Sci-fi/madmax/
wasteland.

Come celebrate the burn in our domes, come for
a cuddle or a boogy, we bring the psy you bring
the body.

Effigy Burn
Drummers Rehearsal

Kamp Koasis tent Saturday 4:30pm - 5:30pm
G’day Blazers. Namas’Davo, Corey Quinoa
and Kundapaulini return to bring you the next
installment of Boga. Like a deep stretch but sick
of gettin’ kicked outta class for fangin’ a dart??
Us too mate. Nothing goes down fresher than an
export on the mat. See ya in class dickheads.

Camp S.H.I.T. G.I.F.T. Saturday 3pm-5pm

Riding the
Rainbow: Tips and
Tricks to Optimise
your Trips
Looking Glass Saturday 3pm-5pm

Mindfully choosing dose, mixes, diet, intention,
vitamins, set and setting can make your trips
better or worse. Come to ask your questions
(Panel Q&A).

CORN OF THE C.O.B.
THΣ CHURCH ΩҒ ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠCΣ

Saturday 3.33pm

Join The Fucking CHURCH at The Witching hour
on Saturday and Monday as The Corn of The
C.O.B., burdened by its butter and Sriracha Sauce
makes a triumphant return only to discover its
demise in the darkness of your ever-loving GOB!

Sunset Sets at the Rock
In front of cave rock.
Saturday 4:00pm to 6:00pm

Join DJs Prana Wave and NLN for a euphoric
sound journey in the golden hours of the day. In
the tradition of other Burns around the world lets
celebrate the setting sun in style. You won’t be
able to miss the big Mother Ducker!

Breathwork Healing
Shiva’s Tea House Saturday 4pm - 5pm

Experience the power of your breath as we
clear emotions, limitations and blocks. Set your
intentions for the session then we will guide
you through a mediation and an advanced
yogic breathing technique. Feel your body being
flooded with oxygen then we will end the session
with a short reiki healing.

Effigy Saturday 4pm - 8pm

Tribal Tribe Saturday 4pm-6pm

All drumming enthusiasts who wish to take
part in the legendary Effigy burn band of beat
makers please assemble at Tribal Tribe at 4pm.

Fire Conclave
Convergence

Fire Tribe theme camp Saturday 5pm - 6pm

Fire Conclave Convergence is the meeting you
must attend to be a part of the Fire Conclave.
We invite all fire spinners from JRC to make this
spectacle happen. Please be at Fire Tribe theme
camp on time, wearing your chosen costume,
with fire props in hand. There will be a safety
briefing and then we shall move into position for
the performance.

The Sonoran Desert
Toad and it’s Gift
of Satori ~ 5-MeODMT, the Truth
of Love and Our
Infinite Nature
Shiva’s Tea House Saturday 5pm - 6pm

Could it be that one of the last naturally
occurring entheogens to be found by humans,
the Sonoran Desert Toad, is not only by far the
most powerful, but also holds the key to the
deepest possible glimpse into, and understanding
of the nature and truth of who we are, the world
we live in, where we are from and where we are
going?

CHAINSAW COBRA Saturday 4:20 - 4:20

Bogan Yoga (Boga)

How to Convince
People Drugs
Should Be Legal

Looking Glass Sat 4.30pm-5.30pm
How to argue the case for legalisation
(Discussion).

Fire Conclave

Base of the Effigy Saturday 6-7pm

The Fire Conclave is the fire spinning
performance that happens around the base of
the Effigy before it’s released in fiery delight. All
fire spinners from JRC are invited to participate
in this performance. You must attend the Fire
Conclave Convergence meeting in order to do so.
Fuel and safety equipment are provided for the
performance.

MASSIVE BEATS
BOUTIQUE
Alliance Saturday 7pm-6am

Alliance is proud to once again present Massive
Beats Boutique at Blazing Swan. Featuring Night
Shift all the way from the UK and your favourite
Alliance DJ’s pumping out the bass to warm your
souls. There’ll be drum and bass, pumping house
and breaks plus the Alliance bar will be stocked
with rum punch and other tasty liquid goodness.
So wear your most insane interstellar UV space
outfits and come stomp the earth with us. We
can’t wait to see you all again.

SHADYNASTY Sat After burn til sunrise

Afterburn Fire Jam
Fire Tribe Saturday 8-10pm

If you didn’t get enough at the Effigy Burn, come
to Fire Tribe after the burn for more fire spinning
goodness. All fire spinners are welcome, fire fuel
and safety gear is provided. Bring your fire props
and come burn with us till we can’t burn no
more. Release those fiery demons as the Effigy
Burns into the night.

Acro and Shibari
Performance

Aruma Saturday 8:00pm till 9:00pm

Tantalise your eyes with jaw dropping
performances from some of Perth’s best Acro and
Shibari talent. Paired with a selection of sexy
tunes, immerse yourselves in our comfy cushions
under our big blue stretch tent and let your eyes
and ears do the rest.

Larry of Arabia
Kamp Koasis Saturday 8pm

After the Swan burns our desert oasis awaits for
the desert dwellers, wise men and shisha queens
of Blaze! Share your 1001 blazer tales in our
Bedouin tent, filled all night with bangin beats,
shakin bootays and exotic treats. Dress in your
Larry Harvey or desert Burning Man inspired
threads.

Koasis/Champagne
Charlie/Sludge
Smuggler Live Sync
Koasis Saturday 9pm till late

Champagne Charlie will be sync’d in with the
biggest theme camp on the Playa to bring you
the biggest sound. Drop the Base Solution!
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Nickleback Karaoke

THΣ CHURCH ΩҒ ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠCΣ

SATURDAY 8pm
DARK SYNTHWAVE!?. Hell yeh, you know we love
it! Join the congregation as The Gathering crew
DJ’s Vetch and Trebt get collaborative and hectic
with THΣ CHURCH ΩҒ ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠCΣ’S
very own DJs Switchcutter and Arakonis Sabbati
tear up the fithy Church floorboards with the
dankest electronic beats available to mankind.

The Lab

Saturday 9pm-3am

We’re mixing up volatile sub-genres and kicking
into hyper-drive tonight. Playing tech, neuro-funk
and then converting arrangements of synthetic
rhythms and layered melodies hammered
together by high tempo riffs...AKA Psytrance!!!

SUNDAY

Sleepy Snoozey
Wakey Uppey

The Bird’s Nest Sunday 6am-12pm

You can’t/won’t sleep, you’ve had a snoozey or
not, you’re awakey or will be.....so settle in...
the party has only just begun. Theme: Early Bird
Catches the Worm. Dress: What you were wearing
at the last party. Music: Melodic Sunrise Journey .

Chilled Tunes

Black Lagoon/ArumA Sunday 10am - 1pm

Champagne Charlie presents... Tanaya Harper,
Eric Roeting, Swami & Matteo, Mike Slade, Matt
Cal & Etienne De Kock (Mystic Rebellion), Dave
Watkins (Yalla Yalla), Deric Martin, Chloe King.

Fringe Dwellers/
Champagne Charlie
Live Music
Black Lagoon, Temple & Where the
F*$#k is the Truck Sunday 21st April
9am – 5pm

Champagne Charlie presents... Tanaya Harper,
Eric Roeting, Swami, Mike Slade, Matt Cal &
Etienne De Kock (Mystic Rebellion), Dave Watkins
(Yalla Yalla), Yully, The Wytchy Djypsies, Deric
Martin, Chloe King, Jeremy & Reuben.

GLAZE @ BLAZE
WYVERNIA Theme camp Sunday Three 1
hour workshop commencing at
11am, 12pm & 1pm

A biscuit fired pot will be supplied for participants
to apply their own glazes/design. The pots are
then fired in the Raku kiln and the resultant
beautiful blaze momento is yours to keep.

Tai Chi & Qi Gong
Aruma Sunday 11:00am till 12:00pm

Join us for a beginners session of Tai Chi and
Qi Gong. Qi Gong is a great tool for distributing
energy through your mind and body, and to
help restore energetic peace. Tai Chi is good for
balance and focus, and helps us learn to listen to
our body. Both are fun and interesting practices,
and can be enjoyed by people of all ages and
fitness levels.

Psychedelic War
Stories

Looking Glass Sunday 11am-12pm

Your stories of when things went wrong and what
you would do differently (Forum).

Bringing the Beast
Dream Gallery Sunday 11am-12pm

Where is the beast inside of us? Perhaps it only
lives in our fantasies, not daring to surface in
polite company. Maybe it is hidden deep in our
unconscious, beneath the layers of conditioned
behaviour and civilised lovemaking. In this
playshop, we implore the beast to be aroused; if
or when it arrives, space itself is altered.

TOMB OF THE DEEP
NIGHT D&D
THΣ CHURCH ΩҒ ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠCΣ

SUNDAY 11am

BEWARE those who dare attempt to plunder the
untold riches within tomb of Acererak.
Many a hero have tried and never returned.
Rumours and legends tell of UNSPEAKABLE
horror…A deadly 5E adventure presented by

THΣ CHURCH ΩҒ ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠCΣ

Cave Dwellers &
Broken Beats

abode Sunday 12:00pm - 4:20am

Dress up theme: cave dwellers! A highlight for
our camp in 2018, we return again with our
Sunday broken beat smorgasbord. Jungle and
Liquid rollers throughout the day. Heavier vibes
into the night with a halftime takeover from New
Forms.

Tribal Tremors
with Michelle
Passmore

Shiva’s Tea House Sunday 12pm - 1pm

Clearing stress & trauma, liberating conditioning
and embracing peaceful joy has never been more
accessible. Your amazing Nervous System has
an innate primal drive towards Inner peace and
Outer meaningful human connection. Working
directly through your body, using breathe &
tremor, overcome the story of your past and
journey to resolution.

Ecofeminism and
Psychedelics

Looking Glass Sunday 12pm-1.30pm

Connecting the war on nature with the war on
drugs (Talk).

The Bird’s Nest
Migration Party

Bird’s Nest - secret location - Bird’s Nest
Sunday 12pm-6pm (burn)

This is the big one! All Birdies migrate for the
winter (Sunday) every year. Join us in the
celebration of all feathered friends and journey
through the festival ending at a secret location
and then flying home in time for the burn.
Theme: The migration party. Dress: Birds of
paradise - bring your duff sticks & lets migrate.
Music: disco on the go

Journey into the
Womb of Oneness

Shiva’s Tea House Sun 1pm - 1:45pm
This offering interweaves spoken shiva

consciousness (belief that we are all one eternal
being) with the gentle flow of the Hang drum to
lead us on a deep inner journey into the womb
of oneness, our vast eternal being.

Live Music

Temple Sunday 1pm until Temple Burn
Silence

Champagne Charlie presents... Tanaya Harper,
Eric Roeting, Swami & Matteo, Mike Slade, Matt
Cal & Etienne De Kock (Mystic Rebellion), Dave
Watkins (Yalla Yalla), Deric Martin, Chloe King.
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NEON CRUCIFIX

Kaleidoscope Mandala to God Said No
Sunday 1pm-4pm

Time to frock up for the Big Dress Parade. Meet
at Kaleidoscope Mandala for refreshments before
meandering in fine style towards a banging set
by Sentimental Goat from 3pm at God Said No.

Let’s Talk About Drugs
Baby: Coming Out
Looking Glass Sunday 1.30pm-3pm

Come ask questions about when, where, how
and if to come out about your psychedelic drug
taking (Panel Q&A).

Eye Gazing
Experience with
Peter Sharp

Shiva’s Tea House Sunday 2pm - 3pm

One minute of eye contact can change your life,
come explore the bliss, sensations and authentic
connection of sharing eye contact with strangers
and friends.

Moon Wedding

Aruma Sunday 2pm - 530pm

Bashful Brides;bag yourself a Groom for
the weekend (or vice versa) - celebrate your
newfound eternal love and commitment in a
mass wedding celebration. 2pm Beautification
of the Brides. 3pm - Grooming of the Grooms.
4pm: Courtship Ceremony. 5.30pm Procession to
the Effigy Burn to celebrate the start of your new
lives together in blissful matrimony.

Synchronicity and
Ego Death: Talk
Shivas Sunday 3:00pm to 4:00pm

Join us for a talk on the concepts of Synchronicity
and Ego Death. If you have ever found yourself
seemingly guided by coincidences that seem
too good to be true join us as we explore this
mystical realm. Follow the omens as we venture
deep into the mysteries of the self and the death
of Ego.

Jedi Academy @
Alliance

Alliance Millenium Falcon Sunday
3pm - 4pm

Greetings. My name is Master Sunrider and
I welcome you all, young and old, to the Jedi
Academy. We will discuss The Force and what
it means to you. We will touch on the light and
dark side of The Force and discuss how they
can influence your life. The second part of the
workshop will involve lightsabre training and
battle techniques.

How to Interpret
Psychedelic
Experiences

Looking Glass Sunday 3pm-4.30pm

Danceopia Sacred
Sounds
Danceopia Sunday 4pm - 5pm

Farkahwee Playpen Sunday 4:30 - 5:30

Pan African Drum
Workshop

SoulPad Sunday

Join us for a Crystal Sound Healing workshop,
opening with a Heart Chakra meditation
then free play on the Crystal Singing Bowls.
At 99.98% quartz, these bowls have a
powerful resonance. Receive the crystal sound
bath through our bodies, creating a sacred
entrainment between sound, mind and body.

Tribal Tribe Sunday 4pm-6pm

Pan African Drum Workshop with Groove Warrior
including djembe, dun dun and sabar drum
styles

Psychological exploration of how to intepret the
strange experiences you have while tripping, to
help you grow (Workshop).

Behind the Temple
(Documentary Film)

Bathtub Watersports

“Behind the Temple” [Working Title]. Cinebrah
has followed the Temple team as they design,
construct and burn this year’s temple. Come and
watch the documentary film to find out the story
behind this iconic structure.

Camp S.H.I.T. G.I.F.T. Sun 3 pm - 5 pm

Blaze got you a bit grungy? Lack of showers
grossing out your sexy-time-partners? Dust ‘n
double-gees overflowing from all your crevices?
Climb into Camp S.H.I.T. G.I.F.T.’s Tub of Shame
and let us water-sport you clean! 3pm¬ til
everyone’s sparkling!
*Camp Shit not to be held responsible for type of
fluid used.

FriendshipMarriage Ceremony
At the Rock Sunday 4 - 4.30 pm

Found that special someone and just want to
shout it from the top of a mountain? Well do it!
Bring that special person or persons (max 3) to
cave rock at 430pm on Friday to tell that person
what an awesome human they are. Ridiculous
ceremony and all. Groups of 2-4 only, keep it
tight.

Sunday Best at
Farkahwee

Cinebrah Sunday 4 - 6 pm

Open Jam

Shivas Tea House Sunday 4 - 6 pm

Come create, come play, come and sample the
atmosphere Shiva’s Tea House has become
famous for. Bring an instrument, bring your
voice. We will have some of
Shiva’s solid crew of
musicians to guide
you in a
spontaneous
Journey in
Music.

Blazers of all persuasions are invited to a pre
temple burn soire at Farkahwee Playpen. Wear
you favourite Blaze gear and bestest hat....
Enjoy drinks and gorgeous view to the sound of
unplugged acoustic music. A fine relaxing way to
prepare for the Temple Burn and a great place
for sunset photos. A Heartbeat away from the
temple.

Alliance Millenium Falcon Sunday 7pm/
After The Burn
Alliance presents the only way to spend a
Sunday, with a session at the SoulPad in the
Millenium Falcon. We bring to you house
music vibes from the finest Perth DJ’s, Espresso
Martinis at the bar & a night of classic beats for
all our soul sistas & brothers.

Fire Jam

Fire Tribe Sunday 8-10pm

This is the last Fire Jam for Blazing Swan 2019!!!
So you better get yourself to Fire Tribe and burn
it up before it’s all over! All fire spinners are
welcome. Fire Tribe provide the tunes, fuel and
safety gear, you bring your fire props and skills.
If you don’t spin but you have eyeballs, come
watch the spectacle and be inspired for next year.

BLACK MASS IV
THΣ CHURCH ΩҒ ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠCΣ

SUNDAY 8pm

THE DARKEST of nights EVER presented at

Jilakin Rock City will have you quiver and
quake and dirty your loincloth. Arrive in style
by dressing in BLACK as THΣ CHURCH ΩҒ
ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠCΣ kick-punches the night sky
with DJ Hatchets unique mix of all things BLACK,
DEATH and DOOM METAL.
As always, beer on tap and sheep on a spit!
Embrace the darkness…
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Big Dress Parade

Aruma Sunday 8pm to 10pm

Witness these two French wizards as they artfully
bring together the soulful, jazzy and funky side
of house music with deep minimal techno in the
way only this French duo can do. The spacious
dance-floor and mountain of uber-comfy cushions
in the blue Aruma stretch tent is the perfect place
to soak it in. See you there!

Live Music

Where the F#*k is the Truck?
Sunday After Temple burn till late

Champagne Charlie presents... Tanaya Harper,
Eric Roeting, Swami & Matteo, Mike Slade, Matt
Cal & Etienne De Kock (Mystic Rebellion), Dave
Watkins (Yalla Yalla), Deric Martin, Chloe King.

Jungle Boogie Shake Your Tail
Feather

The Bird’s Nest Sun Post burn - early am

Jungle boogie! The Birds migrated home - now
we turn up the heat and close the dome in style.
Animals of the playa unite and lets get steamy
- heaters on full for our final soiree. Theme:
jungle/rainforest/safari. Bar: jungle punch til its
all gone. Music: house/disco/afro.

DANGER ACID (AND
TECHNO)
The Lab Sunday 9.00pm-3.00am

Tonight we party under wavelengths no longer
than 400 nanometres. The Lab will be firing up
their mega UV lamps, whilst the Lab Crew belt
out High PURITY Techno. Come dressed in your
reactive wears, ready to be visually stimulated.
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A-DAY

CHAINSAW COBRA Sunday 10pm - 5am

A-Day Apocalypse Day Music - Techno Theme PPE for the end of the world.

Afro Psyche-Rock
Party

Tribal Tribe Sunday 10pm-11.30pm
DJ Beats plays hidden psyche rock gems from the
heart of 19760’s and ‘70’s Africa.

Sumo at Midnight
Tribal Tribe Sunday 11.55- 1am

The return of the ever popular dear I say
legendary Sumo wrestling! Not with the stupid
padded suits silly but bare sweaty flesh and
double g dust. Push your sparring partner out of
the ring at the sound of the gong! Theme camps
bring forth your champions!

Keep on Keeping on
The Birds Nest Sunday 2am- 6am

The party doesn’t drop for the people that never
stop. We call all the straight-through-crew to
follow on from Koasis mega party and carry on
the vibes. Theme: Party People. Dress: Whatever
you had on last night/walk of fame. Music:
House music all night long!

MONDAY

Creatures of the
Black Lagoon
Black Lagoon Monday 7am-11am

Come out of hibernation and meet at the
watering hole. Get in your cosiest animal
costumes, prowl around, groom your mates and
suckle from our caffeinated teats.

Sacred Men’s
Circle

DEEP HOUSE YOGA:
MOODS & MIRRORS

The Sacred Circle is an intentional platform that
allows each of us to be seen and heard. There’s
no advice giving, fixing, or debating. Instead, we
share our truth and what’s close to our hearts.
Through this type of participation, a space is
created to connect in respectful & compassionate
ways. We may enter as strangers but we leave
as brothers.

You’ve had days of deep connections, expanding
your mind & heart explosions, so not surprised
that you might feel a little sensitive. Zsuzsa
brings flowy Vinyasa to encourage your
introspection & move it through your body.
Anonymous Prankster, provides melodic and
deep house tunes that encourage the flow. We
end with a gratitude meditation.

Dream Gallery Monday 9am-10am

God Said No Monday 11:00 - 12:30

Swan Embodiment
Hypnojourney

5th Annual Grundy
Walk Off

Join Larissa for this uplifting morning session of
guided meditation and breathwork to embody
the joy, connection and heart-opening lessons of
the Blaze. Lock it in as your new subconscious
program and take it with you to spread your
blazey light into the default world.

In the animal kingdom, males use a variety
of techniques to attract their mate. This is a
show for all men to strut their stuff, flaunt their
feathers & put on a show of utmost sexiness,
leaving female counterparts agape & drooling.
So Gentleman grab your best bottoms & strut
your stuff to be crowned the winner of the 5th
Annual Grundy Walk-off!

Kamp Koasis Monday 10am to 11am

36 Questions of
Intimacy

Dream Gallery Mon 11 am - 12 pm

The “36 Questions” are based on a study by
psychologist Arthur Aron that explores whether
intimacy between strangers can be accelerated
by having them ask each other a specific series
of personal questions which facilitate bonding
through reciprocating vulnerability. Experience
it yourself in pairs and as a group to create
meaningful connections.

Kamp Koasis Monday 1pm - 3pm

MAD MONDAY

Alliance Monday 1pm-8pm

For those of you who have experienced a Mad
Monday at Rainbow Serpent you know what we
mean. For those that haven’t then come down to
The Millennium Falcon to send Blazing Swan off
in style.
Mad Monday is at its best when you let
everything go and get loose. Wear whatever the
fuck you want and dance madly as we release
the driving bass rhythms to soothe what is left of
your soul. Bring whatever you have remaining
and get amongst it for our final party at Blaze.
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Deep House
Sessions: Moule
Frites B2B
Nosferatu

Cinebrah Monday 16:30 18:30

This is your last chance to catch up on all the
videos shot at this year’s Blazing Swan before
they’re locked up in our Cinevault. Come down
and watch the films, then head out to enjoy the
last sunset of Blazing Swan 2019! A great way to
close out your experience.

Ask A Drunk
Scientist

Bali Chill Out

Cinebrah Monday 1:30pm-3:30pm

Have you ever had a burning question you just
can’t google? A question about... SCIENCE??
Then attend the first-ever Blazing Swan Ask a
Drunk Scientist! Fulfill your curiosity and watch a
bunch of highly over-educated experts attempt to
explicate through alcohol... It’s even better than
Drunk History, cause.... wooooo SCIENCE!

Psybye

abode Monday 2:00pm - 4:20am

Dress up theme: psychedelic! Our farewell
party will be nothing short of vibrant.. Psydonia
Records crew takeover our space throughout the
night with cutting edge psychedelic soundscapes.

Acro Workshop Jam
Aruma Monday 2:00pm till 3:00pm

Everyone welcome! Get your butts along Aruma
for a fun filled Acro Jam session where you can
practise and/or learn Acro Yoga with assistance
from the experts. Bring a friend or come alone,
whatever you decide we guarantee you’ll have a
great time.

Tribal Tribe Monday 6pm-9pm

Rum Punch Monday

Kamp Koasis Monday 3pm to 10pm

Ahoy me hearrrties! Fill yo vessels or you’ll walk
the plank. Sail the salty seas in yer dirty pirate
rags and get shipwrecked in our crusty brew
hole. Bring your rum, swing yo fellow sea babes
on the dance floor and share in the treasures of
our bountiful Koasis baarrrrrrrr.

CORN OF THE C.O.B.
THΣ CHURCH ΩҒ ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠCΣ

MONDAY 3.33pm

Join The Fucking CHURCH at The Witching hour
on Saturday and Monday as The Corn of The
C.O.B., burdened by its butter and Sriracha Sauce
makes a triumphant return only to discover its
demise in the darkness of your ever-loving GOB!

Four O’clock
Fahkar Fotoshoot
Cave Rock Monday 4:00 - Dark

Find the Fahkar at 4:00 at Cave Rock on Rum
Monday and get some Participatory Playful
Portrait Pics taken by Deric M. Come dressed in
your finest Blaze costumery and be prepared to
face the ridiculous playful photo shoot scenarios
you may be thrown into. Bring props if you can
and bring your wildest imagination.

We know you’re all fucked after all that partying
so Warung Tribal Tribe will transport you to a
mushroom smoothy, post kundalini Sadhasana
at the yoga barn in Ubud. Taste the satay and
smell the incense and drink the Long Island Ice
Teas with us as we chill to the gamelan and tiki
lounge.

Paella Night

Intelligent Deviant Monday 6-7pm

Paella and kalimoxto! brought to you by our
Deviant Spanish contingent. Come celebrate all
things Spanish. Authentic as fuck! don’t miss it.
BYO plate/bowl & cup.

Funk and Blues
Party
Aruma Monday 8pm til late

Are you ready for the funkiest, glitchiest,
bluesiest party that Blazing Swan has ever seen?
Aruma Theme Camp have replaced our red
stretch tent with a bigger, FUNKIER and bright
BLUE stretch tent and so to celebrate we want
you to come dressed in as much BLUE as you can
while some of Perth’s best DJs lay down the funk
and BLUES for you to move to.

COCK ROCK
THΣ CHURCH ΩҒ ΒΣLLIGΣRΣΠCΣ

MONDAY 8pm

Wear your hair long and sprayed big as we pull
some sweet ass nostalgic rock’n’roll out of our
assless chaps. Hosted by boss lady Liz Mary and
sensual seductress Lakeylove, come prepared
in your cock rock standard face-full of makeup,
high cut leotards, jumpsuits, leather pants and
snakeskin boots as the congregation rip up the
dust out front of the church.
Get in the motherfukin RING!!

Deviant End-ofBlaze Party

Intelligent Deviant Monday-Tuesday

11pm-6am

Think your Blaze is over? Fuck No! Come and
celebrate a week of deviance at our End-of-Blaze
Party. Dance until sunrise coz it ain’t the end! it’s
a new beginning.
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Last Chance Catch Up

THE EFFIGY

THE TEMPLE

The Effigy each year takes the form of a swan.
It is an art piece, a symbol of our city and
community.

The Temple takes on a different design each
year. It is an art piece. But most importantly it’s
our community’s sacred space.

When you visit The Effigy on your travels through
the city, take time to stop, admire its beauty,
take photos, revel in its glory and celebrate your
time at Blaze.

When you visit The Temple, make this a time you
feel ready to sit with your truth, your loves and
losses. It’s a time for quiet reflection. The space
asks for respectful silence.

The Effigy Burn on Saturday night is the climax
of the event. It’s a time for all our Blaze
community to come together, around The Great
Circle (burn perimeter), in anticipation of the
burn and the party that will follow into the night.

You may wish to simply sit, contemplate, reflect
or grieve. This is a place for tears and hugs. It is
a place of realness amongst the glitter and noise
of our city.

As the Fire Conclave performance begins and
The Great Circle is filled with fire dancers, you
are invited to clap, cheer and help build the
excitement and energy for The Burn.
From the time you arrive at The Great Circle,
please respect this boundary and do not cross
it. Once the The Effigy falls and it’s deemed to
be safe, our city Rangers will allow you to move
closer. Please respect our Rangers and Fire
Safety Team.

You may wish to write messages on The Temple
structure. You can write anywhere. You may wish
to leave notes, photos or small belongings. All
you leave will be burnt, set free, carried away
by the fire.
The Temple Burn takes place on Sunday night,
with the structure closed off to visitors from noon
on Sunday.
As you gather for The Temple Burn, please do
so with respect and reverence. Once The Temple
Burn ceremony begins, please be silent. Your
silence shows respect for all The Temple means
to our community and it’s what makes this burn
so powerful.

The 2019 Effigy original concept and drawings were submitted by Ryan ‘RyGuy’ Link, our current
Nest Manager and long-time Blazer. Final design and Build Crew Lead was entrusted to Neal ‘Big
Boss’ De Jong with Artistic Lead, no other than the very talented Sonia ‘Battlecat’ Vivienne-thorp. Our
motley crew then existed of Gareth Hancock, Leonie ‘Crazee1’ Pradella, Kirk ‘SpecialK’ Hawthorne,
Glyn Lanser, Colin ‘Cranky’ Christensen, Ebba Magnusson and Victor Dirhufvud ‘The Lovers’, Pamela
‘Pamcakes’ Johnson and joined onsite by Nomes ‘Trash Camel’ Demourtzidis and Cameron ‘Ronnie’
Broad. An eclectic group of Burners from all over the world who have come together to create
something special for you to enjoy!
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the effigy and the temple

How the structures and
burns are different

So what is it, why the hat? You may very well ask. If the theme and event name had not already
given the nod to Burning Man’s founder, Larry Harvey, then our effigy this year certainly has. Larry
was easily recognisable and well known for his iconic Stetson hat which you can see in most photos of
Larry on and off the Playa.
Which brings us to the matter of the cygnets; the concept story tells of 6 little cygnets which signify
the 6 years our Blazing Swan family has come together to celebrate, participate and let go. The
unhatched eggs; to signify the unknown and exciting future our amazing community has in front of
us. Who knows what crazy and wonderful adventures we will have together!? The effigy build team
cannot wait to find that future with you!
Burn Brightly Blazers and please, remember that the effigy is a large piece of art. Many hundreds of
hours have gone into making the pieces that come together to form the final piece that we will burn
together. We ask all respect be given to the delicate art and implore all attendees to not climb on,
move or damage the art in any way. We thank you for your kind consideration.
Effigy Build Crew, 2019
#teamduck
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Follow Us
Website

Get onto our website for all the
information you need about Blazing
Swan. Book tickets, read our Survival
Guides, news and articles, and
information about getting involved at
Blazing Swan.
www.blazingswan.com.au

Temple Pallotus welcomes you to Blazing Swan 2019.
We extend our deepest, warmest, unconditional love to each and every one of you who returns home
to Blaze this year.
Temple Crew are excited and humbled to be able to gift this sacred, receiving space to you for a part of
your journey that we hope carries on well after Blaze.
In time as you find your way to venture into Pallotus, we would like to take this opportunity to offer
an insight into the space that The Temple wishes to create and support. Temple is a ground for inner
comprehension of the outer reflections of life, and passages that ourselves and loved ones travel
within a lifetime. This space provides support with structure that reflects nature’s hardships and the
way in which beauty can still persist from dark times. We ask that your journey into Temple respects
every body embracing the space, in a quiet, understanding and communal ground where you are
encouraged to deeply interact with your own feelings, a place to be vulnerable in your own heart, a
place to leave your now unneeded past experiences, and a place when leaving, guides forward your
own life journey. Step into Pallotus and let this space support you.
Temple closes Sunday morning and will not be accessible to anyone other than Burn Crew from this
time. Please make your visit into The Temple before this as we cannot allow anymore close interaction
after this. This is for everyone’s safety and we love you. The Sunday evening burn of Pallotus will,
this year, be an event of extraordinary ritual. 3000 people gathered in silence awaiting a structure to
be guided into its destiny, taking with it all your offerings and troubles. Let this experience set you in
trance. Let fire do the talking. Let it resonate with your heart and soul. Allow own embrace and know
that you will leave Blaze 2019 gracefully, lighter, and striving to reach new heights.
Peace and love,
Temple Crew
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Instagram

Follow our perfect instalife on Instagram,
and dream of being at Blazing Swan 365
days a year.
instagram.com/blazing_swan

Soundcloud

Listen to some of our fave tracks from
Blazing Swan DJ’s and artists.
soundcloud.com/blazing-swan

Subscribe to the Blaze of Our Lives
newslette to get all things Blazing Swan
delivered to your inbox on a semisometimes basis.

Facebook

We have a number of Facebook pages
and groups for various parts of Blazing
Swan. Get amoungst it!
fb.com/BlazingSwan
fb.com/groups/BlazingSwanCommunity
fb.com/groups/BlazingSwanEvents
fb.com/groups/ThemeCampHubBlazingSwan

leave no trace

